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Abstract
Graphene, a single sheet of carbon atoms, may provide the foundation for a new class of
highly permeable membranes for water purification and desalination. Though atomically
thin, graphene exhibits both exceptional mechanical strength and imperviousness to
atoms as small as helium. High-density, subnanometer pores within graphene have the
potential for ultra-fast water permeance and high solute rejection as the atomic thinness
provides little resistance to flow yet sterically hinders the transport of solutes larger than
the pores. The resulting two-dimensional, nanoporous membrane is predicted to exhibit
orders-of-magnitude permeability and selectivity enhancement over existing separation
membranes for processes such as desalination of sea or brackish water, water softening,
or nanofiltration.
Herein, I will report our work to overcome the key challenges to the experimental
realization of graphene membranes. I will describe methods to 1) fabricate a large area
monolayer graphene membrane bonded to a porous polymer support, 2) create controlled,
subnanometer pores through ion bombardment followed by chemical oxidation, and 3)
seal leaks in the composite membrane by covering intrinsic graphene defects with
hafnium oxide via atomic layer deposition and large cracks with an impermeable polymer
through interfacial polymerization.
We found the resulting graphene membrane to exhibit selective transport behavior
consistent with recent theoretical models. At short chemical oxidation times, positively
charged cations selectively permeated across the membrane over negatively charged
anions, while at long chemical oxidation times small salts diffused across the membrane
preferentially over larger organic dyes. Under forward osmosis, the membrane filtered
from water a 0.8 nm-sized multivalent salt with a rejection rate of 67% and a 500 Da
organic dye with a rejection rate of ~ 85% while exhibiting a water permeability in
agreement with the analytical models.
The agreement between the theoretical and experimental transport behavior suggests that,
as predicted, nanoporous monolayer graphene will exhibit high permeance water
filtration. While further optimization of membrane fabrication and pore creation
3

processes will be required, our work significantly advances the field in this direction by
developing procedures to probe transport, reporting the first experimental evidence of
ionic and small molecule selectivity, and measuring water flux through nanoporous
graphene membranes.

Thesis Supervisor: Rohit Karnik
Title: Associate Professor in Mechanical Engineering
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List of Figures
Figure 2-1. a) Graphene membrane consists of large-area graphene on polycarbonate
track etch (PCTE) membrane. Scale bar is 5 mm. b) Process developed to transfer
low pressure CVD graphene from copper foil to PCTE membrane to fabricate
graphene membrane. c) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of large area of
high quality graphene suspended over PCTE membrane pores (Compare to Figure
2-2b for low-quality transfer). Scale bar is 100 pm. d) Magnified SEM image of
graphene suspended over PCTE membrane pores. Scale bar is 500 nm. Reprinted
with permission from O'Hern et al." Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.32
Figure 2-2. a) As-synthesized graphene on copper floated on water after pressing against
hydrophilic (PVP-coated) and hydrophobic (non-PVP-coated) polycarbonate track
etch (PCTE) membranes. Wicking of the solution between the graphene and PCTE
membrane appears as the darker copper color in the case of the PVP-coated
membrane. b)

Corrugations in the as-synthesized graphene on copper appear as

striations in scanning electron microscope images and result in non-conformal
contact between the graphene and the PCTE membrane during transfer. This nonconformal contact results in a high density of cracks in the graphene on the PCTE
membrane that appear as dark regions in the SEM images of the graphene composite
membrane (GCM). The dark areas are regions not covered with graphene whereas
the light regions are covered with graphene. Scale bars are 10 pin. c) SEM images of
graphene on copper after 5 s exposure to CE-100 (FeCl3 copper etchant). Crystalline
products of the reaction tend to remain on the surface of the graphene and tear the
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graphene along grain boundaries. Scale bar is 1 pum. Reprinted with permission from
O'Hern ei al.
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Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. .................... 34

Figure 2-3. Uncovered single polycarbonate track etch (PCTE) membrane pores
(indicated by arrows) and cracks (inset) are two types of defects commonly found in
graphene after transfer. Image of analysis of similar images revealed typical
graphene coverage to be

9 0 -9 8 %.

Scale bars are 500 nm. Reprinted with permission

from O'Hern et a.57 Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society................

37

Figure 3-1. a) Absorbance spectra for 98% Allura Red AC and b) 70 kDa
Tetramethylrhodamine Dextran. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et a.51
Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society........................................................

41

Figure 3-2. a) Volumetric flux through bare PCTE membrane under pressure-driven flow,
calculated from analytical expression and measured values from Membranes 1, 2,
and 3. b) Diffusive flux of KCI through bare PCTE membrane under diffusive
transport, calculated from analytical

expression and measured values

from

Membranes 1, 2, and 3. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et a.57 Copyright
2012 A m erican Chem ical Society ..........................................................................

42

Figure 3-3. a) Transport across graphene can occur through two parallel paths: through
large tears from fabrication or through intrinsic defects. b) Circuit analogy describes
transport through membrane. When transport occurs through large tears, molecules
experience resistance of only polycarbonate track etch (PCTE) pores. When
transport occurs through intrinsic defects, molecules experience resistance of PCTE
pores in series with intrinsic graphene pores........................................................

II

44

Figure 3-4. Convective and diffusive transport measurements reveal good coverage
during transfer and permeability of CVD graphene to KCl. a) (Top) Gravitational
pressure head drives convective transport of I mM Allura Red AC solution from
bath (1) through graphene composite membrane (GCM) to bath (2) which then
travels through tubing to bath (3) to equalize liquid level. Change in absorbance in
bath (3) measured via UV-Vis Spectrophotometer is used to extract the flow rate.
(Bottom) Concentration gradient drives diffusion of solute (e.g. KCI) from bath (2)
through GCM to bath (1). Change in conductivity (for salts) or absorbance (for
organic molecule solutes) in bath (1) is measured via UV-Vis Spectrophotometer or
Conductivity meter. To ensure minimal convective transport, baths (1) and (2) are
maintained at a constant liquid level through a connected large external bath (3) for
solutes with low diffusivity. b) Convective transport through GCM (Ml) is ~10%
that of bare PCTE membrane, indicating ~90% graphene coverage in GCM. The
slope of the curve for the bare PCTEM decreases as the meniscus level drops. c)
Diffusive transport rate of KCI through GCM (M 1) is 46% that of the transport
through the bare PCTE membrane, much higher than the expected value of ~10% if
the graphene were impermeable. Dashed lines denote the range of data in three
different experiments on the membrane (M1). Reprinted with permission from
O'Hern el al. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. ..............................

46

Figure 3-5. a) Reaction between APS-100 and graphene-coated copper only occurs at
defect sites in the graphene and results in etch pits in the underlying copper. b) Etch
pit in copper under suspended graphene after exposure to APS-100 copper etchant
for 3 s. Scale bar is 0.5 pim. c) Surface of graphene on copper after exposure to APS-
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100 for 3 s indicates the density of defects in graphene surface. Scale bar is 2 tm.
Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al.5 Copyright 2012 American Chemical
S o c iety . ......................................................................................................................

49

Figure 3-6. Characterization of nanometer-scale pores in graphene by scanning
transmission

electron microscopy

(STEM)

medium-angle

annular dark-field

(MAADF). a) Low density of pores can be seen in the graphene lattice as indicated
by red arrows. Scale bar is 10 nm. b-e) Representative images of pores which vary in
size from I nm to 15 nm in diameter. Scale bars are 2 nm. f) A higher concentration
of pores exists in the region between the dashed lines. Scale bar is 1 ptm. g)
Distribution of pore sizes imaged in STEM suggest ~83% of holes in lattice arc less
than 10 nm in diameter. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al.57 Copyright
2012 A m erican Chem ical Society ..........................................................................

51

Figure 3-7. a) Raman shift of graphene for APS-100 etch times of 5 min, 30 min, 1.5 h
and 24 h. Increasing D-band and D'-band suggest APS-100 may modify graphene
lattice. b) Diffusive transport rate of KCl through graphene membrane for etch times
of 0 h, 17 h, and 91 h. Lack of' substantial transport increase suggests that APS-100
does not increase intrinsic hole size. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al.
Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society........................................................
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52

Figure 3-8. Size-selective diffusion of molecules through graphene membranes. a)
Diffusive flux of molecules through GCM normalized by that through unmodified
polycarbonate track etch (PCTE) membranes for three different GCMs (M I is red,
M2 is green, and M3 is blue in all panels). Dashed line represents the flux expected
for 90% graphene coverage on the PCTE membrane if the graphene is impermeable
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to the molecules. b) Permeability of the CVD graphene, K, calculated for the three
membranes using a simple circuit model (inset), indicated as a function of the
diameters of the molecules (hydrated diameters for the salts, and Stokes-Einstein
diameters for Allura and TMRD). C, and C, denote concentrations, while R[( and Re
denote resistance to diffusive transport of a PCTE membrane pore and graphene
covering a single PCTE membrane pore, respectively. Only two pores, one of which
is covered by graphene, are shown for clarity. The grey region denotes the
continuum model prediction for graphene of porosity between 0.025% and 0.l15%. c)
The permeability of graphene normalized by the diffusivity of the molecule indicates
that the transport of the 12 nm diamcter TMRD molecule was significantly
attenuated compared to the smaller molecules. Grey region denotes continuum
model prediction with the same porosity range as in (b). d) Measured permeability of
the PCTE membrane normalized by the diffusivity does not exhibit any selectivity as
expected. Error bars indicate 95% confidence. If no error bars are present, error is
within range of symbol. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al." Copyright
2012 A merican Chem ical Society ..........................................................................

55

Figure 4-1. Process to create controlled pores in graphene membrane. Controlled subnanometer pores in graphene are created by ion bombardment followed by chemical
oxidation. Ion bombardment generates reactive defect sites in the graphene lattice
that preferentially etch during exposure to acidic potassium permanganate etchant.
Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al." Copyright 2014 American Chemical
S o c iety . ......................................................................................................................
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65

Figure

4-2.

Raman

spectrum

of graphene membranes.

a) Raman

spectra of

nonbombarded graphene indicates that etchant minimally effects pristine lattice. b)
Raman spectra of pristine graphene and graphene bombarded and etched lor 0 min, 5
min, 25 min, 60 mim, and 120 min. Upon bombardment, an increase in the defect
related Raman bands (D peak at ~1350 cm' and D' peak at ~1620 cm-') demonstrate
that although very few holes were found in STEM images of the graphene at 0 min,
disorder was created. Upon etching, IG/J,; decreases as the lattice slowly degrades.
Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al." Copyright 2014 American Chemical
67

S o c iety . ......................................................................................................................

Figure 4-3. Scanning transmission electron micrographs of pores created in graphene
membranes.

Comparison

between

graphene

etched

in

acidic

potassium

permanganate with (f-j) and without (a-e) ion bombardment demonstrates that both
bombardment and etching are necessary for pore creation. Etch times are 0 min, 5
min, 25 min, 60 min, and 120 min. Scale bars are 1 nm. Reprinted with permission
from O'Hern et al." Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society........................

68

Figure 4-4. Estimated areas and effective diameters of example pores. Scale bar is 0.5 nm.
Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al." Copyright 2014 American Chemical
S o c iety . ......................................................................................................................

69

Figure 4-5. Analysis of pores in graphene membrane created though ion bombardment
followed by acidic potassium permanganate oxidation. a) Distribution of pore sizes
at 0 min, 5 min, 25 min, 60 min, and 120 min etch times. b) Pore density of graphene
nearly reaches bombardment density after etching for 120 min, suggesting that each
ion impact seeds a defect site, yet initiation of pore growth is stochastic. c) Growth
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of mean pore diameter with etch time suggests that the pores formed stabilize at a
size of -0.4 nm upon reaction with the potassium permanganate. d) Example of
pores found in graphene, monovacancy, 0.5 nm diameter pore, and I nm diameter
pore. Scale bars are 0.5 nm. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of pristine graphene
and graphene bombarded and etched for 120 min shows formation of C=O and C-O
bonds during etching. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al." Copyright
2014 A m erican Chem ical Society. .........................................................................

71

Figure 4-6. a) Estimated pore growth curve with maximum pore size d* = 0.4 nm,
reaction time scale to = 60 min, a = 0.4190, and f = 1.6127. b) Exponential
probability distribution function for time scale of reaction, t0, with P = 73.14 min.
80.6% of all pores react with a t, less than 120 min. Reprinted with permission from
O'Hern et al." Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. ..............................

74

Figure 4-7. Experimental and simulated a) pore distribution, b) pore density, and c) mean
pore diameter. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al." Copyright 2014
A m erican C hem ical Society. ..................................................................................

74

Figure 4-8. Long-term stability of nanoporous graphene. Nanoporous graphene imaged
and analyzed within days after fabrication (a-c) and 1 year after fabrication (d-f)
demonstrates long-term stability of graphene nanopores. Though the level of surfacc
contamination

increases, the distribution of pores normalized by the non-

contaminated portion of the graphene remains nearly constant even after I year. . . 76
Figure 5-1. Experimental transport measurements through graphene membranes. a)
Graphene composite membrane consisting of graphene (~1 c

2

) fixed to a

polycarbonate track etch membrane with 200 nm pores fabricated using direct
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transfer process described in ref.57 . Photograph and (b) SEM image are shown. Scale
bars are I cm and 500 nm, respectively. c) Diffusive flux through the graphene
membranes normalized by flux at 120 min etch time and membrane potential
measurements (0.5 M KCI/0. 1667 M KCI) demonstrate selective nature of created
pores. Error bars represent 95% CI on three measurements from Student's tDistribution. d) Schematic of different regimes of selective transport. At 0 min,
transport of both KCI and Allura Red AC occurs only through intrinsic defects and
cracks in the graphene. At 5 min, the increase in membrane potential suggests the
emergence of modest selectivity in the transport of the positively-charged potassium
ion over the negatively-chargc chloride ion. At 25 min, the electrostatic effects havc
diminished and the created pores are larger than KCI yet smaller than Allura Red AC
molecules, permitting the transport of KCl yet blocking the transport of Allura Red
AC. After 60 min of etching, the pores are now large enough to permit transport of
Allura Red AC across the membrane. e) Comparison of the normalized diffusive
permeability calculated from experimentally measured diffusive transport and the
theoretical permeability based on the pore size distribution from STEM imaging
suggests that the created holes are responsible for the selective nature of the
membrane. KCI diameter ~0.66 nn, Allura Red diameter ~1.0 nm. Error bars
represent

uncertainty

derived

standard

from

deviation

of three

transport

measurements. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al." Copyright 2014
A m erican C hem ical Society. ..................................................................................
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Figure 5-2. Transport through graphene composite membrane without ion bombardment.
Reprinted with permission from O'Hern el al." Copyright 2014 American Chemical
S o c iety . ......................................................................................................................

84

Figure 5-3. Transport through bare PCTE membrane with etching. The etching solution
has minimal effect on the PCTE. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al."
Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society........................................................

85

Figure 5-4. Membrane potential (0.5 M KCl/0. 167 M KCI) for non-bombarded graphene
sample. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al." Copyright 2014 American
C hem ical Society ...................................................................................................

. 85

Figure 5-5. Model of transport through graphene composite membrane. Reprinted with
permission from O'Hern et al." Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society........ 90
Figure 6-1. Graphene membrane fabrication and defect-sealing procedure. a) 1) CVD
graphene, containing grain boundaries and pinhole defects, is transferred to a
polycarbonate track etch (PCTE) membrane (2) by first pressing the graphene-oncopper onto the PCTE, then etching away the copper. After transfer, the graphene
membrane contains the intrinsic defects and grain boundaries as well as fabrication
defects unintentionally introduced during transfer. 3) To seal defects and leaks, ~3.5
nm of hafnium oxide is deposited onto the graphene surface using atomic layer
deposition to selectively cover grain boundaries and nanometer-sized intrinsic
defects, 4) then nylon 6,6 is formed in uncovered PCTE pores via interfacial
polymerization. b) Photograph of final membrane. Scale bar is 1 cm. c) Diffusive
transport rate of potassium chloride (KCI) normalized by transport rate through a

18

bare PCTE membrane decreases with each successive sealing step, with a final
leakage rate of 7% . ...............................................................................................

. 96

Figure 6-2. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) of hafnium oxide (HfO,) to cover intrinsic
defects. a) The graphene membrane contains grain boundaries and intrinsic defects
that permit leakage transport to bypass controlled, subnanometer pores. b) ALD
precursors selectively adsorb on the unsaturated carbon bonds present in defects and
grain boundaries but not on the basal plane, thereby sealing small undesirable pores
in the graphene membrane as multiple layers are deposited. Suspended graphene
without (c) and with (d) HfO2 demonstrate selective coverage over defects, grain
boundaries, and surface contamination. Scale bars are 500 nm. (e-g) Analysis of the
suspended graphene demonstrates that 45.6% of the graphene remains uncovered by
the HfO-. Red area indicates uncovered portions of the graphene. Scale bars are 200
n m ..............................................................................................................................

98

Figure 6-3. a) SEM image of 50 nm of aluminium oxide deposited on anodized
aluminium oxide membrane (Synkera) with 50 nm pores. b) The change in
composition of the same membrane after exposure to room temperature water for 48
h indicates that the aluminium oxide is not stable in water. Scale bars are 50 nm. .. 99
Figure 6-4. Nylon 6,6 formation via interfacial polymerization (IP) block PCTE pores not
covered with graphene. a-c) To block molecular transport through large tears in the
membrane, the graphene membrane is placed at the interface of water containing
hexamethylenediamine (HMDA) and hexane containing adipoyl chloride (APC).
Nylon 6,6 synthesized from the reaction between HMDA and APC only occurs at
large cracks in the graphene where the HMDA can diffuse into the organic phase and

19

react with the APC. Reflected light image (d) and fluorescence image (e,f) of
graphene membrane reveals that fluorescently-labeled nylon 6,6 only forms where
graphene does not cover the PCTE pores. The mean pixel fluorescence of the sample
area over the depth of the membrane (fg) reveals uniform formation of the nylon
throughout the depth of the membrane. h) Behind the graphene or the graphene with
the hafnium oxide, the nylon formation shifts to the graphene-side of the PCTE
membrane, suggesting a low-concentration of HMDA behind the graphene when
nylon formation does occur. Quantitative estimation of the graphene coverage with
and without HfO, is obtained by calculating the mean pixel fluorescence in the zdimension of the confocal image and comparing to the bare PCTE membrane. i-k)
Example fluorescent images of a bare PCTE membrane, a graphene membrane, and
a graphene membrane with Hf0 2 deposition. Placing graphene on the membrane
reduces the mean pixel fluorescence to ~12% the bare membrane. Depositing
hafnium on the graphene further reduces the mean pixel fluorescence to ~ 7%. Scale
bars are 10 pm on all panels....................................................................................
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Figure 6-5. Diffusive transport rate of potassium chloride (0.5 M) over etch time through
bare

PCTE

membrane

hexamethylenediamene

with

interfacial

(HMDA)/adipoyl

demonstrates

polymerization
chloride(APC)

is

more

that

chemically

resistant to potassium permanganate than m-Phenyl diamine (MPA) /trimeosyl
ch lo rid e (T M C )........................................................................................................

10 2

Figure 6-6. Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of graphene membrane (a) with
and (b) without heat treatment. In panel (a), the nylon is labelled with Texas Red. In
panel (b), the nylon is labelled with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC). Patchy

20

fluorescent signature in (b) indicates the fluorescent molecules are able to wick
between graphene and PCTE membrane to form nylon in PCTE pores covered with
105

graphene. Scale bars are 200 p m .............................................................................

Figure 7-1. Experimental setup of water transport and nanofiltration experiments. a) For
water permeability measurements, graphene membrane (symbolized as blue line) is
placed between a draw solution and deionized water. The water permeates through
the membrane under an osmotic gradient. The rate of permeation is measured by
monitoring the volume change in the draw solution over time using a graduated
cylinder. b) For solute transport measurements, water permeates under osmosis as
before, but solutes in the feed solution are blocked due to their size. The rate of water

transport is measured by monitoring the volume change in the feed solution over
time and the rate of solute transport is measured by monitoring the change in
conductivity (for salt feed solutions) or absorbance spectrum (for organic feed
. Il

so lution s) o ver tim e. .............................................................................................

Figure 7-2. Water permeability through non-bombarded graphene sample. Error bars
represent 95% C l on 3 m easurem ents. ....................................................................
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Figure 7-3. Water permeability of nanoporous graphene. a) Flux across open area of
membrane is linearly dependent upon osmotic pressure, indicated the absence of
concentration polarization of the draw solution. b) Measure permeability across
graphene agrees well with theoretical predictions. c) Water permeability per pore for
29
this work compared to previous simulations and analytical models.
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Figure 7-4. a) Space between carbon atoms is visible in the STEM images, even through
the VDW radius of the carbon atoms overlap. b) A monovacany defect is therefore
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impermeable even though a pore diameter was measured from the STEM images.
Top panels are original STEM images, bottom panels are simulations of graphene
with VDW radius of the carbon using the software program Vesta. c-d) Original pore
distributions from Protocal A and B as measured from STEM images with
Lognormal curve fit. e-t) Pore distributions after adjusting sizes considering carbon
m olecules w ith V D W radii......................................................................................
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Figure 7-5. Measured flux and rejection across the graphene with pores created with
Protocol A (a,b) and B (c,d) agrees well with theoretical predictions..................... 122
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Chapter 1.

1.1.

Introduction

World-wide Water Crisis
Water in the world is becoming an increasingly scarce commodity. Today, 1.2

billion people do not have access to an adequate fresh water supply, while 2.7 billion
people live in water-stressed regions of the globe were intermittent water shortages lead
to a lack of basic sanitation services.' This lack of water contributes to many societal
problems including economic hardship, political instability, and, perhaps most worrisome,
the deterioration of human health.2 Each day, it is estimated that 3,900 children die from
malnutrition caused by diarrhea after contracting waterborne infectious diseases.
Overall,

8 0 -9 0 %

of all diseases and 30% of all deaths are a direct result of poor water

quality.' Due to population growth, increasing global temperature, exploitation of
existing resources, and urbanization, the situation is expected to worsen: by 2025, nearly
3.5 billion people are predicted to live in water-stressed regions of the world.' This severe
water crisis demands the development of new technologies that reduce the costs of water
production in order to meet future needs.
1.2.

Membranes for Water Desalination and Purification
One pathway that has made significant impact over the previous few decades has

been the development of membranes for water purification and desalination.5 Prior to the
discovery of the first cellulose acetate membranes by Reid and Breton in 1959,6 all
desalination processes were energy-intensive thermal processes that relied on phase
change to remove water from nonvolatile salts. Reid and Breton found the cellulose
acetate membranes could withstand the pressures required in reverse osmotic processes,
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were chemically resistant, and achieved fluxes high enough to be commercially feasible.'
The possibility of low energy, clean water production from sea and brackish sources led
to significant research investment, and very rapidly commercial membrane desalination
processes became economically viable.' Though the original intent was solely for water
desalination,

the lessons learned were

readily adapted to develop ultra- and

microfiltration membranes for wastewater treatment and biological contaminant removal.
Membrane processes are now ubiquitous within the water industry, being an integral to
the desalination of brackish and seawater, the reclamation of wastewater, and the removal
of contaminants from surface water.'
1.2.1. Principles of Membrane Operation
Membranes purify water through a selective permeation process. When pressure
is applied to a feed solution, water permeates across the membrane yet contaminants in
the water, such as salts, organics, or particulate matter, are retained. The type of
membrane is discriminated by the selectivity, or the size of the particle rejected by the
membrane. Microfiltration (MF) and ultrafiltration (UF) membranes contain 0.01- 1 prm
sized pores and are used extensively to prefilter water for reverse osmosis processes, to
separate oil/water mixtures as a method to recover industrial process water, and to
remove contaminants added to treated water by piping prior to end-use.8 Reverse osmosis
(RO) membranes reject monovalent salts and are used extensively for desalination of sea
or brackish water, yet do not contain any pores. While the exact mechanism of water
transport and salt selectivity is still under debate, the solution-diffusion model describes
RO membranes as nonporous membranes that selectively absorb water over salts, and
that the water transports across the membrane under diffusion.' More recently,
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nanofiltration (NF) membranes have been developed to fill a niche market in which
multivalent salt rejection required. This enables higher fluxes than RO membranes, yet
higher selectivity than UF membranes."' In NF membranes, the mechanism of transport is
both solution-diffusive flow and porous flow.'0
1.2.2. Increasing Membrane Performance
Resistance to Bio/buling and Scaling

Many opportunities exist to substantially improve the performance of membranes
for water purification.

Membranes

susceptible to

are

fouling from biological

contaminants and to scaling from the precipitation of insoluble salts on the surface that
reduce the water flux through the membrane. This leads to increased energy input to
maintain adequate water production, additional water pretreatment and cleaning steps,
and membrane replacement.! Therefore, a significant amount of research effort has
focused on developing membranes with resistance to biofouling and scaling, as well as
resistance to chlorine or other cleaning agents used to pretreat the feedwater."

12

IncreasingMembrane Permeability

While limiting fouling and scaling are important, another direction of research has
been to develop membranes with ultra-high permeability." Increasing the membrane
permeability may lead to substantial maintenance, capital, and energy savings in water
production by reducing the membrane area required to produce the same amount of
water." A recent report by Cohen-Tanugi et al. 3 found that a 3-fold increase in
membrane permeability would lead to a 44% reduction in the number of pressure vessels
for seawater desalination or a 63% reduction in the number of pressure vessels for
brackish water desalination for the same amount of produced water. Therefore, ultra25

permeable membranes have the potential to revolutionize

water production by

substantially reducing costs.
1.2.3. Nanostructured Materials for Water Purification
Since the permeability of a membrane is inversely proportional to its thickness,
decreasing the membrane thickness increases its permeability. However, current polymer
membranes are limited in how thin they can be made as both the selectivity and the
mechanical strength decrease with the membrane thickness, with current membranes
being ~ 100-200 nm thick.' Therefore, developing ultra-permeable membranes will
require the paradigm of materials constituting membranes to shift away from polymers to
new nanostructured materials with well-defined pores. Zeolite"-2 and carbon nanotubebased"

2

5

membranes have been studied extensively over the past decade, as their well-

ordered, subnanometer-sized pores have the potential to selectively permit the flow of
water at very high permeance while rejecting the flow of salt due to steric hindrance and
electrostatic effects at the pore entrance.14
1.3.

Nanoporous Graphene: High Performance Separation Membrane
Graphene membranes with subnanometer pores are promising nanostructured

materials that could potentially have a significant impact on the water crisis. Though
primarily investigated due to its outstanding electronic properties, the combination of
8
high-strength," impermeability,-" and atomistic thickness makes graphene an ideal

candidate as the backbone of new class of highly-permeable, highly-selective molecular
sieve-type filters for both liquid-phase and gas-phase separation processes. By creating
subnanometer-sized pores in the otherwise impermeable two-dimensional lattice,
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graphene would act as a filter by permitting the transport of molecules smaller than the
pores to pass through while significantly hindering the transport of molecules larger than
the pores. Theoretical models predict that such a membrane would exhibit selectivity and
permeability

orders

of magnitude greater than current state-of-the-art

membranes for both liquid-phase and gas-phase separation processes.-'

4

filtration

Additionally,

graphene may be grown on copper meter-sized areas through a chemical-vapor
deposition process.'"" Hence, unlike zeolite and CNT membranes, graphene membranes
may be very amenable to scale-up and commercialization.
However, due to the challenge of fabricating leak-free, large area, single-layer
graphene membranes with tunable, subnanometer pores, transport measurements through
graphene have been limited to microscopic areas with few pores31-40 or multi-layered

graphene-oxide (GO) membranes." In GO membranes, molecules travel a tortuous path
through the interlayer region between flakes, and while such membranes have
demonstrated selective transport, the measured permeability does not match the expected
performance of porous single-layer graphene due to this longer path length.
Koenig et al."' recently demonstrated selective gas transport through single- and
double-layer graphene membranes of micrometer-scale areas with single or few pores.
However, most experimental transport measurements through graphene pores have been
performed for the purpose of DNA sensing where only ionic currents have been reported
through isolated, single pores or uncontrolled defects.38 4

4 46
0, 5

Pores used for DNA sensing

are significantly larger than the sizes of many ions and molecules that are of interest in
separation by reverse osmosis and nanofiltration. In all these studies, the membrane
nanostructures that resulted in the observed transport properties were not characterized at
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the atomic level, and the relationship between graphene pore sizes and transport behavior
has so far remained elusive. Furthermore, in contrast to isolated pores, for practical
applications selectivity must be imparted by multiple pores at sufficient densities acting
in parallel over macroscopic areas of graphene.
1.4.

Scope of Work
The goal of the current work is to address the key challenges to the experimental

realization of graphene membranes and to experimentally investigate molecular transport
through controlled, subnanometer pores in large area membranes. In Chapter 2, we will
discuss a process to fabricate monolayer membranes from CVD-grown graphene on
copper foil and quantify the quality of the membrane. In Chapter 3, we will investigate
ionic transport through defects in the graphene membranes generated during the
fabrication process described in Chapter 2 and defects intrinsic to the graphene. In
Chapter 4, we will discuss a method to create tunable, subnanometer pores over large
areas in graphene and characterize the porous graphene structure. In Chapter 5, we will
investigate ionic transport through created pores in graphene and compare to the
theoretical transport behavior. In Chapter 6, we will describe a method to block defects
and other leakage pathways across the graphene, and in Chapter 7 we will measure the
water permeability and solute rejection under forward osmotic conditions.
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Chapter 2.

Membrane Fabrication

To measure ionic and molecular transport through a single sheet of porous
graphene, sufficiently large areas of graphene must be grown, isolated, or otherwise
acquired and attached to a substrate that is porous yet gives the membrane mechanical
integrity. In this chapter we discuss a process by which to fabricate a large area,
monolayer graphene membrane by transferring graphene grown on copper foil via a CVD
process to a porous polymer support substrate and investigate the resulting membrane
quality."
2.1.

Graphene Synthesis
Although large areas of graphene can be acquired through chemical exfoliation of

highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) followed by functionalization and deposition4"
or epitaxial growth of graphene onto SiC wafers, 49 the most economical and scalable
process to date is to grow graphene on copper foil via a chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
process.35 5 0 In this current work, we used two different sources of single-layer graphene,

both grown through a low-pressure CVD process. In the investigation of the transport
properties through intrinsic defects in graphene discussed in Chapter 3, we purchased
graphene commercially from ACS Materials. In the investigation of the transport through
&

created pores in graphene, we synthesized graphene on copper foil (JX Nippon Mining

Metals HA Foil) in a home-built system.' We found that growing our own graphene
resulted in higher quality graphene. In the home-grown process, the copper foil was first
placed in a quartz tube and annealed at 1000" C for 30 min in a hydrogen environment.
'In collaboration with Yi Song and Jing Kong, MIT
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Next, the graphene was grown for 30 min by increasing the H, flow rate to 70 seem and
setting the CH4 flow rate to 0.5 seem. The chamber pressure during the growth phase was
1.90 Torr. The growth conditions outlined above produced high-quality graphene with
very few bilayer regions.
2.2.

Fabrication Process
Because the copper foil upon which the graphene is grown is impermeable, to

measure transport through a porous membrane the graphene must be transferred from the
copper onto a porous support. The most common technique to transfer graphene requires
the use of a sacrificial thin-film polymer support,"33 "53 usually polymethylmethyl acrylate

(PMMA) or polycarbonate (PC)." In this process, the sacrificial polymer dissolved in a
solvent is spin-coated onto the as-grown graphene-on-copper and allowed to dry. Once
dried, the copper is etched away using a ferric chloride or ammonium persulfate-based
etchant after which the graphene, now supported by the polymer, is placed onto the target
substrate. After heating the sample to remove residual liquid between the graphene and
the target substrate, the polymer support is removed through pyrolysis or by dissolution
in a solvent.
Unfortunately, the use of harsh solvents limits the target substrates to inorganic
materials while the application of polymer onto the graphene typically introduces a highdensity of adsorbing contaminates.S 4 " Due to these limitations, we elected to develop a
new, direct transfer technique that relies on simple surface adhesion between graphene
and a flexible polymer support. Exploiting solid-solid adhesion between graphene and a
support substrate was first reported by Regan et al.5 ' and modified and adapted in this
work.47 - 7
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The transfer procedure is as follows (Figure 2-1): ' as-synthesized low pressure
CVD graphene on copper was transferred to PCTE membranes (Sterlitech) with 200 nm
pores using a simple pressing procedure. After cutting to size (~25 mm 2 ), the graphene on
the backside of the copper was removed by floating in an APS-100 for 7 min, then rinsed
in two subsequent water baths for 10 min each. After drying, the sample was placed on
weigh paper atop a glass slide. The PCTE membrane was placed on top of the graphene,
and a second glass slide was placed on top of the stack. To reduce the adhesion between
the second glass slide and the PCTE, prior to use the glass slide was exposed to vaporphase methyltrichlorosilane (Sigma-Aldrich) in a covered petri dish for 4 min. The whole
stack was then pressed with light finger pressure using a pipet tube as a rolling pin. The
pressure caused the pliable PCTE membrane to conform to the contours of the copper,
adhering the PCTE membrane to the graphene. The PCTE membrane-supported graphene
on copper was then transferred to a bath of APS-100 etchant and etched under 7 psi
(gauge) for 1.5 h. Afterwards, the sample was removed, rinsed in a water bath, Iollowed
by a 50% ethanol/water bath, and was finally air-dried.4 7
The scalable, direct-transfer process relies on the conformability of a porous
polymer substrate to adhere to the graphene (on copper) (Figure 2-1 b). The porous
polymer supports the graphene during the copper-etching phase and also gives it
sufficient mechanical robustness for further handling. Before drying, the graphene
membrane was rinsed in an ethanol-water mixture to minimize mechanical stresses due to
the receding meniscus. Although the process is amenable to any conformable, thin-film
porous polymer support, we selected a PCTE membrane with 200 nm pores (Sterlitech)
as our target substrate. The straight, cylindrical pores present a well-defined transport
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resistance for extraction of the intrinsic transport properties of graphene and provide
adequate porosity while avoiding excessively large areas of free-standing graphene.
b

PCTEM Press
Graphene
Copper

Rinse

c

Etch

Wster+Eth

APS-100

Air Dry

GCM

d

Figure 2-1. a) Graphene membrane consists of large-area graphene on polycarbonate track etch (PCTE)
membrane. Scale bar is 5 mm. b) Process developed to transfer low pressure CVD graphene from copper
foil to PCTE membrane to fabricate graphene membrane. c) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of
large area of high quality graphene suspended over PCTE membrane pores (Compare to Figure 2-2b for
low-quality transfer). Scale bar is 100 lim. d) Magnified SEM image of graphene suspended over PCTE
7
membrane pores. Scale bar is 500 nm. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al.1 Copyright 2012

American Chemical Society.

2.3.

Factors that Influence Membrane Quality
Since the transfer procedure relies on solid-solid adhesion between the PCTE

membrane and the graphene, the resulting membrane quality is sensitive to variations in
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the transfer procedure that can influence the graphene-PCTE membrane contact. Three
primary factors that influence the quality of the transfer are the hydrophobicity of the
substrate, the surface roughness of the copper on which the graphene is grown, and the
47 57
type of etchant used to remove the copper. '

2.3.1. Substrate Hydrophobicity
The transfer procedure relies on the hydrophobicity of the substrate to keep the
etchant from wetting the interface between the graphene and the substrate. Although
polycarbonate is naturally hydrophobic, PCTE membranes are often coated with
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) to act as a wetting agent to enhance fluid flow for various
applications. When PVP-coated PCTE membranes were tested during the transfer
procedure, the interface between the PCTE membrane and the graphene-coated copper
foil wetted almost immediately when floated on the surface of water or copper etchant
(Figure 2-2a), resulting in separation of the PCTE membrane and the graphene due to
wicking of the solution. For this reason only PVP-free hydrophobic PCTE membranes
were used.
During the course of this study, we found that the hydrophobicity of the PVP-free
PCTE membranes was inconsistent. Therefore, prior to the investigations of sealing
defects in graphene (Chapter 6) and water and solute transport across defect-tolerant
graphene membranes (Chapter 7), we increased the hydrophobicity of the PCTE
membrane modifying the surface with didecylamine.'"

Briefly, the PCTE membrane

was soaked in a stirred bath of 60 mmol/L didecylamine (Sigma-Aldrich) in ethanol for
60 min. Afterward, the membrane was rinsed in three subsequent ethanol for 2'0 min each,
air-dried, and heated overnight at I IO'C to remove any residual liquid between the
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graphene and the PCTE membrane. The surface treatment increased the overall
membrane fabrication yield to nearly 100%.
a

PVP-Coated PCTE Membrane (hydrophillic)

b

Non-PVP-Coated PCTE Membrane (hydrophobic)

c

Figure 2-2. a) As-synthesized graphene on copper floated on water after pressing against hydrophilic (PVPcoated) and hydrophobic (non-PVP-coated) polycarbonate track etch (PCTE) membranes. Wicking of the
solution between the graphene and PCTE membrane appears as the darker copper color in the case of the
PVP-coated membrane. b) Corrugations in the as-synthesized graphene on copper appear as striations in
scanning electron microscope images and result in non-conformal contact between the graphene and the
PCTE membrane during transfer. This non-conformal contact results in a high density of cracks in the
graphene on the PCTE membrane that appear as dark regions in the SEM images of the graphene
composite membrane (GCM). The dark areas are regions not covered with graphene whereas the light
regions are covered with graphene. Scale bars are 10 p m. c) SEM images of graphene on copper after 5 s
exposure to CE-100 (FeC

3

copper etchant). Crystalline products of the reaction tend to remain on the

surface of the graphene and tear the graphene along grain boundaries. Scale bar is I /Y m. Reprinted with
permission from O'Hern et al.5 Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.

2.3.2. Copper Topography
As this transfer process relies on conformal contact between the polymer support
and the graphene, the underlying topography of the copper foil directly affects the quality
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of the graphene transfer. Rolled copper typically has troughs due to the manufacturing
process. As shown Figure 2-2b, these troughs may lead to lines of cracks in the graphene
on the copper due to non-conformal contact in these regions. The graphene initially used
for the study was grown on copper with an RMS surface roughness of 500 nm (Alfa
Aesar, 0.025 mm, 99.8%, graphene grown using procedure developed by Li et al.35 ). The
copper upon which the graphene used for the experiments reporting transport through
intrinsic defects in Chapter 3 (ACS Materials) was grown had an RMS surface roughness
of 185 nm while the copper used to grow the graphene used in all further experiments had
an RMS surface roughness of 20 nm (JX Nippon Mining & Metals HA Foil). These
smoother copper foils eliminated the problem.
2.3.3. Copper Etchant Selection
The type of etchant used was also found to greatly impact the quality of the
transfer. When using a ferric chloride-based copper etchant (CE-100, Transene) to
remove copper during the transfer procedure, many cracks appeared in the transferred
graphene, spaced approximately the same distance apart as the graphene wrinkles that
occur due to the differing thermal expansion coefficients of graphene and copper.1 We
hypothesized that crystallization of the poorly soluble copper (I) chloride produced by the
etching reaction may lead to tearing of the graphene along grain boundaries, defects, or
wrinkles." We placed a single drop of the CE-100 etchant on a graphene-coated copper
foil, rinsed it after a 5 s, and observed it using SEM. Crystals resulting from the reaction
were clearly seen on the surface of the graphene (Figure 2-2c), also indicating that the
underlying copper was accessible to the etchant. Although the etchant attacks the copper
from the other side during the actual transfer process, the force of crystallization
35

2 has

the

potential to tear apart the graphene in the final stages of etching if the products of the
reaction are not quickly removed from the surface. To eliminate this problem, an
ammonium persulfate-based etchant (APS-100, Transene) was used instead of CE-100.
The products of this reaction are water-soluble copper (II) sulfate, which eliminates the
issue of crystal growth during etching. This was confirmed via SEM, which did not
reveal any crystal formation on the surface after a similar drop test (see Figure 3-5c).
The best quality GCMs were thus obtained using the smoother copper and etching
it with APS-100 under moderate pressure to increase gas solubility and minimize the
possibility of bubble nucleation on the suspended graphene.47 "' 3 When imaged in a SEM,
cracks and tears manifested as dark regions, often with bright outlines, when compared to
unbroken sections of graphene. 4 Typical defects in the graphene membranes were singlepore defects, possibly intrinsic or due to the formation of trapped gas nanobubbles on the
surface of the graphene due to outgassing of the APS-100, and cracks, either intrinsic to
the graphene or introduced during the transfer procedure (Figure 2-3). Of the -25 mm2
area transferred, image analysis revealed that 90 to 98% of the area was typically covered
with graphene, depending on the particular transfer.
2.4.

Conclusion

We developed a process to fabricate large-area, single-layer graphene membranes by
transferring graphene grown on copper via a CVD process to a porous PCTE membrane
with 200 nm pores. We found that the three most important parameters in the transfer
process were the support substrate hydrophobicity, the support substrate surface
roughness, and the type of copper etchant employed. After optimizing the protocol, the
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scalable process resulted in a membrane greater than -25 mm with an estimated
coverage of ~90-98%.

Figure 2-3. Uncovered single polycarbonate track etch (PCTE) membrane pores (indicated by arrows) and

cracks (inset) are two types of defects commonly found in graphene after transfer. Image of analysis of
similar images revealed typical graphene coverage to be 90-98%. Scale bars are 500 nm. Reprinted with
permission from O'Hern el al.5 Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
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Chapter 3.

Investigation of Membrane Leakage Transport

In Chapter 2, we discussed a procedure to fabricate large-area, single layer
graphene membranes by transferring graphene grown on copper foil via a CVD process
to a porous polymer support. Using SEM, we estimated the number of PCTE membrane
pores covered with graphene to the total number of PCTE pores, or membrane coverage,
between 90-98%. However, this assumes a uniform distribution of cracks and tears in the
membrane resulting from the fabrication process. In reality, the cracks and tears need not
be uniform, and thus this qualitative estimation does not provide sufficient information to
understand the transport across these large membrane defects. Additionally, the graphene
itself likely contains intrinsic defects, tears, grain boundaries, and pores that permit
leakage to occur through the membrane. Characterizing and controlling leakage transport
across these defects is crucial to the development of large area membranes. In this
chapter, we will quantify the transport behavior across leaks in large area membranes.
3.1.

Experimental Methods

3.1.1. Experimental Setup
Transport measurements in this chapter were carried out using a 3.4 mL Side-biSide glass diffusion cell with a 3 mm orifice (Permegear, Inc.). To wet the membrane
after insertion in the diffusion cell, both sides of the cell were filled with 50%
ethanol/water, then rinsed thoroughly using degassed DI water. During each transport
measurement, the solution in each side was stirred with Teflon stir bars to minimize
concentration polarization. Both sides of the cell were rinsed thoroughly with DI water
after each experiment.
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For pressure-driven transport measurements, one side of the cell was filled with 3
mL of 1 mM 80% Allura Red AC/0.5M KCI solution, while the other was filled with 4
mL of the same solution (Figure 3-4a). The side with less solution was connected to an
external bath containing 16.7 mL of 0.5 M KCI with 20 cm tubing of 0.5 mm inner
diameter. The height of the solution in this external bath was matched to the height of dye
solution in the diffusion cell. The volume difference between the two sides resulted in a
14 mm height difference, thereby generating a pressure gradient across the membrane. As
dye flowed from the 4 mL side to the 3 mL side, the dye solution flowed through the
tubing to the external bath as the height between the bath and 3 mL side equalized. The
change in absorbance spectrum of the external bath was measured using a Cary 60 UVVis Spectrophotometer with a fiber optic dip probe.
Salt diffusion experiments were carried out using 0.5 M KCI (Mallinckrodt
Chemicals) or 0.5 M TMAC (Sigma-Aldrich). One side of the diffusion cell was filled
with 3.25 mL of DI water and the other was filled with 3.25 mL of the salt solution
(Figure 3-4a). An eDAQ Conductivity Isopod with a Miniature Dip-In Conductivity
Electrode was placed in the water-side of the diffusion cell and captured the conductivity
every second for 12 min. Organic molecule diffusion experiments were carried out using
1 mM 98% Allura Red AC (Sigma-Aldrich) or 0.417 mg/mL TMRD (Life Technologies)
in 0.5 M KCI. To ensure diffusive-dominated transport, both sides of the diffusion cell
were connected using 20 cm of 0.5 mm ID tubing to an external bath containing 0.5 M
KCl. The UV-Vis spectrophotometer probe was placed in the 0.5 M KCI side of cell and
an absorbance spectrum from 800 nm to 200 nm was obtained every 15 s for 1 h or until
a steady change in the absorbance spectrum was observed.
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To take into account possible drift over the course of the organic dye experiments
(both pressure-driven transport and diffusive transport), the concentration of the organic
solution was calculated by taking the difference between two points on the absorbance
spectrum with one point corresponding to a peak in absorbance and the other
corresponding to a point independent of concentration. Observed absorbance peaks
occurred at 510 nm for Allura Red AC and 515 nrn for TMRD. The concentration
independent point used for both species was 7 10 nm.
Calibration coefficients relating concentration to conductivity, a, (for KCI and
TMAC) or absorbance differential, AAj, (for 98% Allura Red AC, 80% Allura Red AC,
or TMRD) are presented in Table 3-1. Example spectra for 98% Allura Red AC and
TMRD are shown in Figure 3-1. Linear regression was performed on each set of data,
and the simple models
AA = bo + bC

(3-1)

- = bo + b 1 C

(3-2)

and

with constants b0 and b, were determined where C is the molar concentration of the salt
or dye.
To extract the permeability of the graphene, transport measurements were taken
through both the graphene and the bare PCTE membrane using the above procedure. To
ensure that the porosity of the bare sample matched the porosity of the underlying PCTE
membrane of the composite sample (see Table 3-2 for porosity), both were cut from the
same PCTE membrane sheet.
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Figure 3-1. a) Absorbance spectra for 98% Allura Red AC and b) 70 kDa Tetramethyirhodamine Dextran.
Reprinted with permission from O'Hern etal.7 Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.

Table 3-1. Input parameters for data analysis

V1
Calibration Curve
D x 109
MW
(mL)
b, y-int
b,, slope
(m2 s)
H* (nm)
(g/mol)
3.25
0.1049 mS cm- mM-' 0.0134 mS cm-'
1.85266
74.55
0.33"
KCI
3.25
0.0778 mS cm- mM-' 0.0077 mS cm'
1.06**
0.36565
109.6
TMAC
3.25
0.035
Aabs
0.019
Aabs pM-'
0.36
0.767
496.42
Allura Red
3.25
0.0070 Aabs
Aabs gM'
0.5312
0.036**
668
70000
TMRD
*Hydrated diameter for salts, Stoke's diameter for organic solutes
"Calculated from Stoke's diameter. TMAC Stoke's diameter from ref. ", TMRD Stoke's diameter from ref. 68.

AC
(mol L')
0.5
0.5
9.1x10

4

4.4x10 6

Table 3-2. Sterlitech PCTE Membrane Characteristics Specified by Manufacturer

Pore radius, a,,.
Pore Density
Porosity
Thickness, L

0.1 +0/-0.02 p
Mm
3 0.45x108 pores cm 2
10 1.5%
10 I Pm

The overall membrane area through which transport occurred was measured by
staining the membrane with the TMRD while still in the diffusion cell. Only the area
exposed to the dye will stain. After removing from the cell, the stained area was imaged
with a calibrated camera and measured using ImageJ.
3.1.2. Transport Measurements through Bare PCTE Membrane
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To verify the efficacy of the experimental setup, the experimental results for the
pressure-driven flow of water and the diffusive transport rate of KCI through the bare
PCTE membrane were compared to an analytical model assuming that the PCTE
membrane had ideal cylindrical pores, or
wa 4 APN
qpc -

8ptLr

(3-3)

for convective flow and
Ta 2 NDAC

Lr

JPC,D

(3-4)

for diffusive flow, where a is the PCTE membrane pore radius, AP is applied pressure, N
is the pore density, p is viscosity, L is membrane thickness, r is pore tortuosity (assumed
1.2 corresponding to a mean inclination of~3 0 of the pores) , and D is KCI diffusivity.
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Figure 3-2. a) Volumetric flux through bare PCTE membrane under pressure-driven flow, calculated from
analytical expression and measured values from Membranes 1, 2, and 3. b) Diffusive flux of KCI through
bare PCTE membrane under diffusive transport, calculated from analytical expression and measured values
from Membranes 1, 2, and 3. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al. 7 Copyright 2012 American

Chemical Society.

As seen in Figure 3-2, the actual convective flow through the PCTE membrane is
larger than the expected value while the diffusive flux results matches the analytical
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model. This is consistent with other studies performed on convective flow through PCTE
membrane pores, as the pores are not typically cylindrical, as is assumed in this
analysis.69 However, since diffusive flux is governed by area alone, the affect of the nonideality in the pore structure on the diffusive flux is minimal.
3.2.

Transport Pathways Through Graphene Membranes
Molecular transport across the graphene membrane may occur through two

parallel paths: 1) through large-area tears in the graphene resulting from fabrication and 2)
through pores intrinsic to the graphene due to impurities during the growth synthesis
process. Because the PCTE membrane has well-defined cylindrical pores, the transport
through these different pathways may be modeled using a simple circuit analogy (Figure
3-3). When the transport occurs through the large fabrication tears, the molecules
experience the resistance of the PCTE pores only, but when the transport occurs through
the intrinsic graphene defects, the molecules experience the resistance of the intrinsic
graphene pores and the PCTE pores in series. The pathway taken by traversing molecules
depends upon the relationship between the two resistances, which is different for
convective and diffusive transport.

3.3.

Investigating Membrane Quality via Convective Transport
Under convective transport, the resistance of a small, intrinsic defect in graphene

is

241t
d

RG

while the resistance of the PCTE pore is
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(3-5)

Rc-128ptLpc

R 12= Idc

(3-6)

Accounting for the known geometry (200 nm diameter, ~10 tm length) of the PCTE
membrane pores, we estimate that any hole or tear in the graphene larger than -45 nm in
diameter will provide little resistance to flow and will be counted as an open PCTE
membrane pore, whereas smaller holes in graphene will obstruct the flow of water.
Consequently, in the absence of relatively large intrinsic graphene pores, all convectively
driven molecules will bypass the graphene and travel solely through large tears in the
membrane.

R

a

b

RP

Bath A

RG

Bath B

RPC

Figure 3-3. a) Transport across graphene can occur through two parallel paths: through large tears from
fabrication or through intrinsic defects. b) Circuit analogy describes transport through membrane. When
transport occurs through large tears, molecules experience resistance of only polycarbonate track etch
(PCTE) pores. When transport occurs through intrinsic defects, molecules experience resistance of PCTE
pores in series with intrinsic graphene pores.

Therefore, convective transport measurements may be used to quantify the
membrane quality, i.e. the portion PCTE pores covered with graphene. Using the circuit
analogy (Figure 3-3), the total volumetric flow rate of water across the graphene
membrane is
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9 GCMM
where

AP
=

(3-7)

RGCM

is the volumetric flow rate through the graphene membrane, AP is the

QGCAI

applied pressure,

is the equivalent total resistance. As with electrical circuits, the

RGCM

equivalent resistance of series resistances is additive while the equivalent resistance of
parallel resistances is the inverse of the addition of the reciprocal values. We can derive
the equivalent total resistance using the model shown in Figure 3-3 as

RGCM - ApNc/

1
+ R) + ApNO/

(3-8)

where A',, is the number of PCTE membrane pores covered in graphene, N,, is the number
of uncovered (open) PCTE membrane pores, A, is the area of the PCTE membrane pore,
and R; and RiC are the hydrodynamic resistances of the graphene and the PCTE
membrane pore, respectively. For a PCTE membrane with no graphene,

RT,Pc =

The percent

coverage of graphene

1
Ap(No + Nc

(3-9)

is the ratio of covered pores to total pores,

Nc/(NO + N), and is related to the ratio of the flow rate through the composite
membrane to the flow rate through the bare PCTE membrane through the equation

QGCM

QPC

Nc

[

1

(Nc + NO) (RG RPC + 1+

N

N

N+No

Nc + No

(3-10)

if RG/RPC >> 1, which is valid for intrinsic pores smaller than -20 nm.
We find graphene coverage of 88% to 93% for the three GCMs, denoted by M,

M2, and M3, fabricated for this study (Figure 3-4b), which agrees with the SEM
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characterization and confirms the integrity of the GCMs after mounting in the diffusion
cell.
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Figure 3-4. Convective and diffusive transport measurements reveal good coverage during transfer and
permeability of CVD graphene to KCL. a) (Top) Gravitational pressure head drives convective transport of

1 mM Allura Red AC solution from bath (1) through graphene composite membrane (GCM) to bath (2)
which then travels through tubing to bath (3) to equalize liquid level. Change in absorbance in bath (3)
measured via UV-Vis Spectrophotometer is used to extract the flow rate. (Bottom) Concentration gradient
drives diffusion of solute (e.g. KC1) from bath (2) through GCM to bath (1). Change in conductivity (for
salts) or absorbance (for organic molecule solutes) in bath (1) is measured via UV-Vis Spectrophotometer
or Conductivity meter. To ensure minimal convective transport, baths (1) and (2) are maintained at a
constant liquid level through a connected large external bath (3) for solutes with low diffusivity. b)
Convective transport through GCM (M l) is ~10% that of bare PCTE membrane, indicating ~90% graphene
coverage in GCM. The slope of the curve for the bare PCTEM decreases as the meniscus level drops. c)
Diffusive transport rate of KCI through GCM (Ml) is 46% that of the transport through the bare PCTE
membrane, much higher than the expected value of -10% if the graphene were impermeable. Dashed lines
denote the range of data in three different experiments on the membrane (M I). Reprinted with permission
from O'Hern et al.57 Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.

3.4.

Investigating Diffusive Transport through Intrinsic Graphene Pores
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Through the convective transport study, we calculated the portion of the PCTE
pores covered with graphene versus the total number of PCTE pores. While this study is
useful for understanding the quality of the fabrication process, it does not provide
sufficient detail of the intrinsic porosity of the graphene. If small pores (less than ~20
nn) are present in the graphene, water transport bypasses the graphene entirely due to the
much lower resistance of uncovered pores. Under diffusive transport, the resistance of an
intrinsic graphene pores is
1
RG

DdG

(3-1l)

,Lpc
irdpc D

(3-12)

while the resistance of the PCTE pore is
Rc ~-

4

2

By taking into account again the PCTE pore specifications, we find that an intrinsic
graphene pores need be ~ 3 nm before the two resistances are equal. Consequently, even
in the presence of large tears from fabrication, the very small intrinsic graphene pores
will still influence transport. Therefore, to measure the transport through nanometersized intrinsic pores in graphene, we investigated diffusive transport across the graphene
membrane.
3.4.1. Diffusion of Potassium Chloride through Intrinsic Defects
For the first diffusive case, we measured the diffusion of potassium chloride
(KCl) through the graphene membrane by introducing 0.5 M KCI and deionized water on
opposite sides of the GCM and monitoring the conductivity change in the deionized
water. The solutions were vigorously stirred to eliminate the effects of concentration
polarization in the vicinity of the membrane. The measured rates of diffusive transport
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through the bare PCTE membrane agreed well with those calculated from the known
membrane pore geometry and porosity (Figure 3-2b). If graphene were defect-free and
impermeable to KCI, i.e. no pores or tears smaller than ~45 nm, a ~10% diffusive flux
would be expected compared to a PCTE membrane without graphene. Contrary to our
expectations, for the three GCMs M 1, M2, and M3, we observed a KCl transport rate in
the range of 46-71% of that through the PCTE membrane without graphene (see Figure
3-4c for transport through M 1), which suggested that the CVD graphene was permeable
to KCl.
3.4.2. Characterizing Nanometer-scale Intrinsic Pores
CopperEtch Tests

Tests with placing a drop of CE-100 copper etchant on graphene-coated copper
revealed that the etchant can access the copper (see Figure 2-2c). Similarly, we also
placed a drop of APS-100 on the surface of the as-synthesized graphene on copper for 3 s
then rinsed in DI water.' SEM images clearly indicate that discrete holes in the graphene
permit the APS-100 to leak past the graphene barrier and react with the copper
underneath, resulting in suspended regions of graphene (Figure 3-5). However, this
process was difficult to control and many of the observed holes resulted from dislodging
of sporadic amorphous particles that have been previously observed to form on the
graphene surface.'
Scanning TransmissionElectron Micrograph

To characterize the pore size distribution more accurately, we examined the
graphene lattice structure using aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM, Nion UltraSTEM 100m71 part of the Share Research Equipment
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(ShaRE) User facility at Oak Ridge National Laboratory)'. The microscope was operated
with an acceleration voltage of 60 kV to ensure that no damage would be done to the
graphene while imaging. Images were acquired using a medium angle annular dark field
detector with ~54 to 200 mrad half-angle range. The images were filtered using a lowpass smoothing function implemented in the program ImageJ and the s-curve of the
image was adjusted in Adobe Photoshop to increase the contrast between the graphene
lattice and the holes.
a Graphene

3 s APS
Exposure

Defect C

Etch Pit

b

Figure 3-5. a) Reaction between APS-100 and graphene-coated copper only occurs at defect sites in the
graphene and results in etch pits in the underlying copper. b) Etch pit in copper under suspended graphene
after exposure to APS-100 copper etchant for 3 s. Scale bar is 0.5 pm. c) Surface of graphene on copper
after exposure to APS-100 for 3 s indicates the density of defects in graphene surface. Scale bar is 2 pm.
Reprinted with permission from O'Hern el al.57 Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.

For STEM imaging, as-synthesized low pressure CVD graphene on copper was
transferred to TEM grids with 1.2 im holes in a method similar to the one developed by
Regan et al.56 using APS-100 as the etchant. Briefly, after floating the sample graphene-

In collaboration with Juan-Carlos Idrobo, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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side-down in a 10% HCI solution for 10 min to remove any possible surface
contaminants, the sample was rinsed in two subsequent water baths for 10 min and airdried. The backside graphene was then removed by floating in APS- 100 copper etchant
for 7 min, rinsed in two subsequent water baths for 10 min each, then air-dried. After
cleaning in a plasma cleaner for I min on medium power, the TEM grid was placed
amorphous-carbon side down on the surface of the graphene and a drop of ethanol gently
placed on the stack. As the ethanol evaporates the graphene is drawn in to contact with
the TEM grid. The grid and copper were then placed in a tube furnace flushed with argon.
The furnace was ramped to 140'C over 10 min and then kept at this temperature for 10
min before being shut off. The sample was removed after cooling to room temperature.
The heating process binds the graphene to the surface of the TEM grid. The TEM
grid/copper foil stack was then floated in APS- 100 solution at 7-14 psi(gauge) with the
copper making contact with the solution. After approximately' 40-90 min the copper was
completely etched and the TEM grid, now coated with graphene, was floated in two
consecutive water baths for 10 min each to rinse residual APS-100. After another 10 min
10% HCl bath to clean the graphene, the sample was again rinsed in two subsequent
water baths for 10 min each. Before allowing to air dry, the TEM grid was gently
removed from the water bath with tweezers and lightly touched to the surface of an
ethanol bath. This reduces pulling by surface tension on the graphene as it air dries.
Before imaging, the samples were baked for 10 h under 10- torr at 160' C to decrease
surface contamination. After cooling to room temperature under vacuum for about 10 h,
they were immediately transferred to the STEM column.
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We discovered that unlike pristine graphene, the low pressure CVD graphene
contained pores in the size range of 1 - 15 nm that appear to be distributed in a pattern
analogous to the features on the copper foil used for CVD synthesis (Figure 3-6). While
the origin of these pores is not understood, their existence is consistent with the expected
lower quality of CVD graphene compared to pristine graphene from highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite, and observations of ionic transport across CVD graphene. 8
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Figure 3-6. Characterization of nanometer-scale pores in graphene by scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) medium-angle annular dark-field (MAADF). a) Low density of pores can be seen in
the graphene lattice as indicated by red arrows. Scale bar is 10 nm. b-e) Representative images of pores
which vary in size from I nm to 15 nm in diameter. Scale bars are 2 nm. f) A higher concentration of pores
exists in the region between the dashed lines. Scale bar is 1

g

m. g) Distribution of pore sizes imaged in

STEM suggest -83% of holes in lattice are less than 10 nm in diameter. Reprinted with permission from
O'Hern et al. 7 Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.

Effect of Copper Etchant on Intrinsic Pores
We also investigated whether the pore defects are intrinsic, or are created or
enlarged by the APS copper etchant during the transfer process. Reports suggest that
graphene is more susceptible to oxidation in amorphous regions, grain boundaries, and
intrinsic point defects. 72 ,73 Raman spectroscopy of graphene exposed to APS (an oxidizer)
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revealed increasing D and D'-bands that suggest creation of defects in the lattice (Figure
3-7). However, it was observed that the permeability of graphene to KC did not increase
with APS exposure. There was little difference between 5 min or I h exposures; increase
in transport rates was not obtained even after 3 days of exposure (Figure 3-7), suggesting
that while APS may modify the graphene, it was not able to significantly enlarge existing
defects or nucleate new pores in graphene. The results suggest that intrinsic defects
during the growth of graphene on copper were responsible for the nanometer-scale pores.
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Figure 3-7. a) Raman shift of graphene for APS-100 etch times of 5 min, 30 min, 1.5 h and 24 h. Increasing
D-band and D'-band suggest APS-100 may modify graphene lattice. b) Diffusive transport rate of KCI
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suggests that APS-100 does not increase intrinsic hole size. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al.5

Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.

Analysis of Pore Size Distributionin Graphene'
The pore size distribution presented in Figure 3-6 was estimated from STEM
images such as those in Figure 3-6. The area of each pore was measured in ImageJ and
'In collaboration with Michael Boutilier, MIT
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used to compute its effective diameter, i.e., the diameter of a circle with the same area.
These data yielded the pore size distribution. A total of sixty-four pores were observed in
the twenty-four images that were analyzed. Several other images of areas without pores
were obtained with adequate magnification to resolve nanometer-scale pores. Based on
the total area imaged, the open area ratio of the membrane was estimated to be 0.61%.
However, since the images of holes were taken in areas that seemed to have higher pore
concentration in order to characterize the pore size distribution, this value is expected to
be an overestimate of the porosity of the membrane.
Another estimate of porosity was obtained based on the number of pores per unit
area counted in SEM images of graphene on copper foil after exposure to APS, such as
shown in Figure 3-5. Based on four images, a total of 473 pores were counted over an
area of 460 pm'. Multiplying the number of pores per unit area by the total area of pores
measured from the STEM images and dividing by the total number of holes measured in
the STEM images, a porosity of 0.012% was estimated. This value will not include
smaller pores through which APS has either not penetrated or not had sufficient time to
produce an observable defect site in the SEM images. Therefore, this figure is expected to
underestimate the porosity of the graphene. Together, these estimates bound the actual
porosity of the graphene membrane to between 0.012% and 0.610%.

3.4.3. Size-selective Transport through Intrinsic Defects
Existence of the intrinsic defects in graphene is expected to result in size-selective
transport, where molecules larger than the pore size are excluded. Therefore, we
measured the diffusive transport of molecular species of increasing sizes across the
GCM: KCI, tetramethylammonium chloride (TMAC), Allura Red AC (496 Da dye), and
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tetrarnethyirhodarnine dextran (70 kDa, TMRD). In the case of Allura Red and TMRD
that have low diffusivities, pressure gradients across the membrane during transport
measurements were eliminated by fluidically connecting both sides to an external
reservoir. Three different membranes were fabricated for this purpose; the diffusive
transport for all molecules was measured in triplicate for the first membrane and
pressure-driven tests for measurement of graphene coverage and KCl transport tests (see
Figure 3-4) were performed after each measurement to ensure consistency of the results.
Since the results were repeatable in the first membrane (M 1) and required ~3-4 weeks for
triplicate measurements, transport through the other two membranes (M2 and M3) was
measured only once and errors were estimated from the reproducibility of the
measurements on the first membrane. We found that the GCMs permitted transport of
KCI and TMAC, but blocked the diffusion of the 70 kDa TMRD (Figure 3-8a).
Compared to the PCTE membrane, the GCM resulted in -80-85% decrease in the
diffusive flux of TMRD, which is consistent with the pore size distribution (Figure 3-6g)
and graphene coverage measured using pressure-driven flow (Figure 3-4b).
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Figure 3-8. Size-selective diffusion of molecules through graphene membranes. a) Diffusive flux of
molecules through GCM normalized by that through unmodified polycarbonate track etch (PCTE)
membranes for three different GCMs (MI is red, M2 is green, and M3 is blue in all panels). Dashed line
represents the flux expected for 90% graphene coverage on the PCTE membrane if the graphene is
impermeable to the molecules. b) Permeability of the CVD graphene, Ku, calculated for the three
membranes using a simple circuit model (inset), indicated as a function of the diameters of the molecules
(hydrated diameters for the salts, and Stokes-Einstein diameters for Allura and TMRD). C, and C2 denote

concentrations, while Rpc and RG denote resistance to diffusive transport of a PCTE membrane pore and
graphene covering a single PCTE membrane pore, respectively. Only two pores, one of which is covered
by graphene, are shown for clarity. The grey region denotes the continuum model prediction for graphene
of porosity between 0.025% and 0.15%. c) The permeability of graphene normalized by the diffusivity of
the molecule indicates that the transport of the 12 nm diameter TMRD molecule was significantly
attenuated compared to the smaller molecules. Grey region denotes continuum model prediction with the
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same porosity range as in (b). d) Measured permeability of the PCTE membrane normalized by the
diffusivity does not exhibit any selectivity as expected. Error bars indicate 95% confidence. If no error bars
are present, error is within range of symbol. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al.5 Copyright
2012 American Chemical Society.

Contribution of Intrinsic De/ects to Total Dijfsive Transport
The well-defined geometry of the membranes enables estimation of the transport
properties of graphene by modeling the composite membrane as a circuit and assuming
spatial homogeneity as a first approximation. Similar to the convective transport analysis,
the total molecular transport through the membrane is the sum of the transport across the
graphene-covered pores and the uncovered pores. The total flow rate is given by,

hGCM

=

(3-13)

+ ApNO

AC( ApNc

TPC r

rG +p

where rGand rC are the diffusive resistances of the graphene and the PCTE membrane
pore, respectively. To derive r. and the permeability, KG, of graphene, the portion of the
transport that occurs across uncovered PCTE membrane pores must be accounted for.
Since the PCTE membrane consists of an array of pores, the flow through the graphenecovered pores only is related through the relation

AG

where

PC

GCM

-

iIjPCAT

(3-14)

is the flux rate through the bare PCTE membrane. Using this variable, r,; can be

calculated as
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1

ATEAC
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(3-15)
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G
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(3-16)

and

AT

is the geometric membrane area, E is the PCTE membrane porosity and Kp, is the

permeability of the bare PCTE membrane. The number of covered pores, Ne, can be
calculated using the ratio calculated in Eq. 3-10
NC =

AT
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\AT
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o
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Substituting Eq. 3-14, Eq. 3-16, and Eq. 3-17 into Eq. 3-15,
rG
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(3-18)

KG

where K is the permeability of the graphene.
Therefore, we can estimate the diffusive permeability of graphene, Kc; (m s-), as:
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where A C is the driving concentration difference, AT is the membrane area, / is the
graphene porosity, i.e. one less the fractional graphene coverage on the PCTE membrane,
nGCMiS the molar flow through the graphene composite membrane, jpc is the molar flux
through the bare PCTE membrane, and E is the PCTE membrane porosity.
Using the above model, the open pores in the PCTE membrane (i.e. those without
any graphene coverage or with holes in graphene >50 nm in diameter) are accounted for
and the transport properties of graphene can be extracted. The absolute permeabilities
extracted from the model exhibit a monotonically decreasing trend, as is expected due to
the lower diffusivities of the larger species (Figure 3-8b). The uncertainty in these
estimates arises primarily from the variability in PCTE membrane geometry, and partly
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due to uncertainly in the estimated coverage of graphene. To account for the different
diffusivities of each molecular species, the permeability is normalized by the diffusivity
(Figure 3-8c).

The results clearly illustrate that the diffusive transport of the larger TMRD
molecules is attenuated by about one order of magnitude compared to the smaller species.
The Stokes-Einstein molecular diameters of Allura Red and TMRD are ~1 nm and ~12
nm, respectively, suggesting that majority of the pores are between 1-10 nm in size,
which is consistent with the STEM observations.
Electrokinetic Consideration

Care was taken to ensure that electrokinetic effects were not affecting the
transport measurements.
Consider a membrane comprising cylindrical pores. The pores are sufficiently
large that the surface charge does not perturb the ionic concentrations in the pore.
Consider a general species

A,

where B"- is Allura Red or Dextran, diffusing across

the membrane due to a concentration difference. The smaller cation A' (or anion as the
case may be) diffuses across the membrane and creates a potential difference that can
drive transport of the anion B". In the absence of other ionic species, the electric field
retards the diffusion of A and accelerates the transport of B", and a balance is reached
when there is no net electric current flowing through the membrane (in the absence of
any electrodes). However, the electric field can also drive electroosmotic flow due to a
non-zero zeta potential of the membrane and complicate the issue. These effects can be
eliminated in the presence of a high concentration of background salt.
The unimpeded flux of the cation in the absence of any electric field is given by
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jA = -DA

(3-20)

A^CA

L

where C is the concentration, L is the membrane pore length, and D is diffusivity. To
maintain zero current through the membrane, the electric field required to draw Cl~ ions at
the same flux is given by
jA = Ici =

cicCc , E

(3-22)

E = DAA CA

where

(3-21)

'ci LCc1

and where p denotes electrokinetic mobility. This is the maximum possible electric field
that can develop in the membrane.
The unimpeded flux of the cation B" due to diffusion alone is given by

ACB
JB,D

= -DB

L

(3-23)

The flux of the cation 3"- due to the electric field is given by
jB,E = ABCBE

(3-24)

The ratio of the flux due to electric field to that due to diffusion is then given by
-B,E-~YBBDB
jB,D

CB

yci/Dcj Cc,

(3-25)

In the present work, this ratio is << 1 for the Allura Red and Dextran measurements. In
general, electrokinetic effects need to be considered in these measurements due to the fact
that a fraction of the PCTE membrane pores are not covered by graphene. We could not
measure transport of gold nanoparticles in this setup as gold nanoparticles slowly
aggregated over time in the presence of KCl, and electrokinetic effects were significant in
its absence. Electrokinetic phenomena had only a small effect (-10%) on the transport of
Allura Red due to its higher diffusivity compared to Dextran.
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Since transport of these KC] and TMAC is detected by conductivity, the
measurements cannot be performed in a background of another salt. However, neglecting
electrokinetic effects does not result in significant error in the analysis (compared to the
error from other sources).
Analytical Model of Transport through IntrinsicPores'

Knowing the pore size distribution of the intrinsic pores in graphene (Figure
3-8g), we used continuum theory for diffusion across isolated pores in a thin membrane
to estimate the diffusive permeability of the graphene. A simple analytical model for
diffusion through holes in the graphene was used to estimate the permeability for
comparison with experimental measurements. A single hole with radius Ri in the
graphene sheet was modeled as a circular opening on an impermeable plane. The
concentrations in the well mixed reservoirs on either side of the plate, C,,

1

and C,, 2 , are

applied infinitely far from the pore, neglecting PCTE membrane pore resistance in flow
through graphene covered regions. The symmetry of the system makes it possible to only
consider one side of the pore, with the concentration at the pore being the average of the
concentrations on either side. This system is analogous to that of steady heat conduction
from an isothermal disk into a semi-infinite solid with specified temperature an infinite
distance from the disk. The solution to this problem gives the molar flux through the pore
as74

n' = 2aGD(C,

In collaboration with Michael Boutilier
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1

- C

(3-26)

The total flux through the membrane is found by summing the flux through each of the
holes, assuming that because the porosity of the graphene is very low, fluxes through
adjacent holes do not interfere. The effective pore radius used in this model is the radius
of a circle with the same area as that of the hole observed in the microscope images,
minus the hydrated radius of the diffusing particles. The flux through pores smaller than
the particle is taken to be zero. This gives,
(2iC

- H)

(3-27)
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The flux per unit area of the membrane is then,
IG

= 2D(COJ - Coo, 2 )y

(Li

H)/Y

-
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where y is the porosity of the graphene, i.e., the ratio of area occupied by holes to the
total membrane area. With the relation,
KG = 2Dy

(a - H) /
ai>H

Ta?

(3-29)

ai

it is possible to estimate the graphene permeability from reliable estimates of the
graphene porosity and holes size distribution.
While the pore size distribution is known (Figure 3-6g), using pore number
density measurements from STEM imaging and exposure of graphene-coated copper to
etchant, the porosity was estimated to lie between 0.61 to 0.012% (see Section 3.4.2). The
permeability predicted by Equation 3-29 shows good agreement with the measured
permeability for y in the range of 0.025-0.15% (chosen to fit the data and indicated by the
grey area in Figure 3-8b,c), which is consistent with the porosity estimates. The
agreement between the experimentally measured permeability and the continuum theory
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further indicates that the observed transport behavior is due to the nanometer-scale pores
in the graphene.
3.5.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we developed methods to measure the transport properties of

graphene. The results presented here demonstrate that it is possible to achieve selective
molecular transport through macroscopic areas of single sheets of CVD graphene, and as
such are a first step towards utilizing the full potential of graphene for advancing
membrane technologies. The understanding of the origins of the permeability of graphene
and the measurement techniques developed in this study will aid the design of future
graphene membranes for various applications, and may also provide insights into the
behavior of graphene as barrier films.- The transport of molecules through these intrinsic
defects as well as larger defects formed during the membrane fabrication process will
certainly need to be minimized, or at least controlled, for the development of such
membranes, which will be addressed in Chapter 6. While nucleation and growth of
graphene on copper and formation of grains is fairly well understood"'

little is known

about pore defects that occur during this process. Our study shows that these defects
occur at a fairly low frequency and we can only speculate that they occur due to defects
in the copper itself or deposition and growth of particulates on the copper.
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Chapter 4.

Creation of Controlled Subnanometer Pores in

Graphene
The immense potential of porous, single-layer graphene membranes is predicated
on the ability to introduce controlled, sub-nanometer-sized pores at high density over
large areas of graphene. Several methods have been proposed to create pores in graphene.
Though irradiating graphene with a focused electron beam above the carbon knock-out
potential (-80 kV) creates single, controlled pores of less than 2 nm, -'

oxidative

processes creates pores in graphene and can be readily applied to large areas.37

7P78-80

Exposure to high temperature atmospheric oxygen, 72 ozone under ultraviolet light, 37' 8 and

hydrogen plasma 7' have been used to create pores in macroscopic areas of graphene.
However, because grain boundaries are more reactive than the basal plane, oxidation
processes typically lead to pores of widely varying sizes.7 ' To obtain pores of controlled
size and density, Russo et al." addressed the difference between the reactivity of the
basal plane and the grain boundaries by creating artificial defects in the basal plane
through argon ion irradiation. Instead of using an oxidative process to enlarge the defects
into pores, irradiation of the defective graphene with a diffuse electron beam at the
carbon knock-out potential (~80 kV) was found to result in tightly distributed pore sizes.
However, the pore generation process was still very limited in terms of membrane area
and utility due to the use of a high-voltage electron beam for pore enlargement, and the
stability of these pores remains unknown.
In this chapter, we discuss a simple technique to create controlled, high-density,
sub-nanometer diameter pores over macroscopic areas of single-layer graphene
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synthesized by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). We first nucleate reactive, isolated
defects in graphene through ion bombardment and then grow them into permeable pores
using oxidative etching (Figure 4-1).
4.1.

Experimental Methods
Graphene synthesized on copper via low-pressure CVD was transferred to a

holey-carbon transmission electron microscope (TEM) grid using the procedure
described in Chapter 3. The ratio of the intensity of the G' peak (~2700 cm') to the G
peak (~ 1580 cm') (1(/(~3) and the ratio of the intensity of the D peak (~1350 cm') to
the G peak (1h/1G

0) in the Raman spectrum indicated primarily single layer graphene

with few defects (Figure 4-2a). Images of the graphene using aberration-corrected
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) confirmed these results (Figure 4-3a,
see Section 3.4.2 on STEM Imaging and sample preparation procedures).
To seed pore growth, we artificially introduced reactive defects7982 into the

graphene by bombarding the graphene with gallium ions at a density of 6x 1012 ions cM 2
with 8 kV acceleration voltage and 52 incident angle that is predicted to have a high
probability (~80-90%) of each impact site producing a basal-plane defect.8 2 To enlarge
the artificial defects into selectively permeable pores, the graphene was etched in acidic
potassium permanganate (1.875 mM KMnO4 in 6.25% H2SO4 ), an oxidant known to
attack unsaturated carbon bonds 3 8 4 and unzip carbon nanotubes."

Other oxidants are capable of selectively etching defects, yet for our system were
non-ideal. Refluxing concentrated nitric acid" or a concentrated sulfuric acid/nitric acid
mixture

6

have been shown to functionalize single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT).

However, besides being dangerous to handle, the nitric acid attacked the gasket material
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used to seal the diffusion cell to the graphene membrane. Ammonium persulfate and
hydrogen peroxide" may also attack defects, but the timescale for the reaction to occur is
much longer than the KMnO 4 etch (~5-10 h). Therefore, we elected to use acidic
potassium pernanganate as it did not attack the PCTE membrane or the gasket material
and was fairly safe to handle at these concentrations.
ii. Bombard with Gallium Ions

i. Graphene on TEM grid

ago=
iii. Bombardment creates defects

iv. Defects Qrow into holes

Etch

ffivggg m
Figure 4-1. Process to create controlled pores in graphene membrane. Controlled sub-nanometer pores in
graphene are created by ion bombardment followed by chemical oxidation. Ion bombardment generates
reactive defect sites in the graphene lattice that preferentially etch during exposure to acidic potassium
permanganate etchant. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al.88 Copyright 2014 American Chemical
Society.

4.2.

Results'

'STEM images in collaboration with Juan-Carlos Idrobo, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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Consistent with earlier simulations" and experiments,' the bombardment process
introduced defects into the lattice as indicated by the appearance of distinct defect-related
peaks in the Raman spectrumn 3 (D peak at ~1350 cmnand D' peak at ~1620 cm') (Figure
4-2b) and the emergence of many subnanometer sized pores in ion-bombarded and etched
graphene observed using the STEM (Figure 4-3f-j). In the absence of ion bombardment
no pores were observed in the graphene (Figure 4-3a-e) and the Raman spectra remained
relatively unaltered compared to pristine graphene (Figure 4-2a), demonstrating that
nucleation of defects through ion bombardment was critical for creation of the pores.
Interestingly, very few defects were visible in the STEM images of the ion-bombarded
graphene before etching (Figure 4-3f), which may be due to defect migration" during the
annealing step necessary for STEM imaging and the propensity of defects to attract
hydrocarbon contamination during imaging. 9 The appearance of pores in the STEM
images

after etching may reflect stabilization

of the pores through chemical

functionalization that mitigates their migration during the anneal step.
4.2.1. Measuring Pore Diameter
Pore diameters were estimated manually by measuring the area, A)O,.,, of each pore

using the polygon selection tool in ImageJ (see Figure 4-4 for example pores). Diameter
was calculated as

dpore =

4 Apore/

(4-)

The number of pores counted and the total imaged area for each etch time is tabulated in
Table 4-1 and Table 4-2.
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Figure 4-2. Raman spectrum of graphene membranes. a) Raman spectra of nonbombarded graphene
indicates that etchant minimally effects pristine lattice. b) Raman spectra of pristine graphene and graphene
bombarded and etched for 0 min, 5 min, 25 min, 60 min, and 120 min. Upon bombardment, an increase in
the defect related Raman bands (D peak at -1350

cm

and D' peak at -1620

cm-) demonstrate that

although very few holes were found in STEM images of the graphene at 0 min, disorder was created. Upon
etching,

IG/IG decreases as the lattice slowly degrades. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al.8

Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 4-3. Scanning transmission electron micrographs of pores created in graphene membranes. Comparison between graphene etched in acidic potassium~
permanganate with (f-J) and without (a-c) ion bombardment demonstrates that both bombardment and etching are necessary for pore creation. Etch times are 0
mmi, 5 mnii, 25 mniii 60 mun, and 120 mun. Scale bars are 1 nmn. Reprinted with permission f-rm 01-1cm et al.'" Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 4-4. Estimated areas and effective diameters of example pores. Scale bar is 0.5 nm. Reprinted with
permission from O'Hern et al. 8 Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

Table 4-1. Pore count and total imaged area for non-bombarded graphene samples

Etch Time

Area (nm2 )

Number of Pores

0 min

2816
6464
5120
11264
3072

0
0
0
0
0

5 min
25 min
60 min
120 min

Table 4-2. Pore count and total imaged area for bombarded graphene samples

0 min

Ion Bombarded and

Number of Sampled

Imaged Area (nm 2

Number of Pores

Etched Area (mm2)

Images
15
17

3264
15104

18

27616

10

14848

7

4608

2
20
323
512
283

5 min

~3.5
-3.5

25 min
60 min
120 min

~3.5
~3.5
-3.5

)

Etch Time

4.2.2. Analysis of Pore Growth

-

Analysis of ~74,000 nm 2 area of graphene imaged for etch times ranging from 0

120 min revealed a lognormal distribution of pore sizes (Figure 4-5a) with an increase in
their density as the etching progressed (Figure 4-5b). After 120 min of etching, the pore
density approached the theoretically predicted defect density expected from the ion
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bombardment process

2

(~80% of the ion bombardment density of -6x102 ions cm,).

The direct correlation between the observed pore density and the ion bombardment
density at long etch times, and the lack of pores in the non-bombarded graphene suggest
that the presence of defects is essential for growth of pores and that the observed pores
originate

by enlargement of defects induced by

ion bombardment.

Since ion

bombardment density greatly exceeds the density of intrinsic defects, we expect that the
pore density will never significantly exceed the ion bombardment density, though
additional pores may develop from intrinsic defects and grain boundaries, albeit at a
much lower density than the ion bombardment density. This increase in pore density was
coincident with degradation of the sp2-bonds as indicated by a concomitant decrease in
the G' peak at 2700 cm' in the Raman spectrum" (Figure 4-2b). Although the pore
density increased with etch time, the mean pore diameter increased significantly only
during the first 30 min and then appeared to stabilize at 0.40 0.24 nm at the 60 min etch
time (Figure 4-5).
These two observations - increase in pore density without significant increase in
pore size, and stabilization of the pore size - indicate a slow, stochastic initiation of the
reaction at the nucleated defect followed by rapid growth till the pore size is stabilized
around 0.4 nm. This behavior suggests that there is a high initial barrier to the reaction,
but this barrier is lowered once the reaction commences, causing rapid growth of the
,
pore. As the pore grows, stabilization of the edge of the pore by functional groups85 93

may again slow down the reaction. XPS analysis revealed the appearance of C=O and C-

o bonding after exposure to the etch solution (Figure 4-5d), suggesting that the pore
edges were terminated by ketone, quinone, hydroxyl, or carboxyl groups.3,99 The
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lognormal distribution of pore sizes would then result from discrete etching events,
possibly also influenced by heterogeneity in the initial defects and aggregation of smaller
pores into larger pores at high pore densities. The mechanism of the etching reaction and
the reason for the stabilization of the pore size is not fully understood and requires further
investigation. Regardless, stabilization of pore size allows for a tighter distribution of
pore diameters than that possible in case of a linear growth rate, and also results in subnanometer pores that are predicted to exhibit the selectivity required for nanofiltration,
2 9 32 95
desalination, and gas separation. - ,
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Figure 4-5. Analysis of pores in graphene membrane created though ion bombardment followed by acidic
potassium permanganate oxidation. a) Distribution of pore sizes at 0 min, 5 min, 25 min, 60 min, and 120
min etch times. b) Pore density of graphene nearly reaches bombardment density after etching for 120 min,
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suggesting that each ion impact seeds a defect site, yet initiation of pore growth is stochastic. c) Growth of
mean pore diameter with etch time suggests that the pores formed stabilize at a size of -0.4 nm upon
reaction with the potassium permanganate. d) Example of pores found in graphene, monovacancy, 0.5 nm
diameter pore, and I nm diameter pore. Scale bars are 0.5 nm. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of pristine
graphene and graphene bombarded and etched for 120 min shows formation of C=O and C-O bonds during
etching. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern etal." Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

Pore Growth Model'
This pore growth behavior can be described as
d(t) =

(4-2)

W
-1+fle-a (t-to)

where d(t) [nm] is the diameter of the pore at time t [min], d*[nm] is the final pore
diameter, to [min] the timescale for the reaction, and a and fl are fitting parameters (see
Figure 4-6a for example curve).
To confirm that pore growth follows this functional form, we simulated an
etching process of 105 defects and compared the pore distribution, pore density, and mean
pore diameter at each etch time with the experimentally measured data. Experimentallydetermined input parameters for the simulation were the final pore diameter (lognormal
distribution with d*= 0.4

0.24) and the final pore density (4.837x

1012

cm- 2 ) (see Table

4-3 for additional parameters). Defects were not considered permeable pores until the
diameter reached 0.1 nm. As a memoryless, stochastic process, the timescale for the
reaction for each pore, t, was assumed to follow an exponential distribution'

f(to) = it1e-to/t

In collaboration with Michael Boutilier, MIT
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(4-3)

where to is the timescale for the reaction of one pore and yt is the mean to for all the pores
(see Table 4-3b). To calculate the fitting parameters a and fl, we applied a weighted least
squares fitting algorithm to compare the experimental data to the simulated data. To
offset the uncertainty in the experimental pore distribution at the short etch times due to
the low number of counted and measured pores, the weighting factors were calculated as
the experimentally determined pore density normalized by the total bombardment density,
or
exp

Wk

k(44)
nb

where Wk is the weighting factor at etch time k, n ex is the experimental pore density at
etch time k, and nb is the bombardment density (6x10"cm- 2 ).
Table 4-3. Input parameters and fitting parameters for pore growth estimation

Value

Distribution

Number of pores

1x i0s

_

d*f n
d(", nm

0.4 + 0.24
0.1

Lognormal

p, min

73.14

Exponential

wI j

0.0102
0.0221
0.1943
0.5747
0.8061

-

a

0.4190

-

#

1.6127

-

w6()

-

TV

-

w,

-

Parameter

a) do is the size at which a defect is identified as a permeable pore
b) p was calculated such that the simulated pore density equaled the experimental pore density at the 120 min etch time
c) w is the weighing factor applied to the least-squares fit at each etch time k.

Under these assumptions, we found that the growth behavior of the simulated
pores agrees with the growth behavior of the experimental pores (see Figure 4-7).
Qualitatively, the simulated pore distribution of the longer etch time is a better fit than at
the shorter etch times. This is to be expected as it is reasonable that at shorter etch times
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many of the smaller pores were covered with contamination. Even so, both the pore
density and the mean pore diameter agree throughout each etch time.
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4.3.

Longevity of Graphene Nanopores
74

Understanding how pores within the graphene change over time is important
before technologies utilizing porous graphene can be commercialized. To investigate the
long-term stability of nanopores in graphene, we characterized the distribution of created,
subnanometer pores one year after fabrication to the same area of porous graphene
characterized within one week of fabrication.
The graphene sample selected for analysis had been etched for 60 min, with a
portion of the membrane bombarded using the above-described procedure to create
subnanometer pores (see Figure 4-3d and Figure 4-3i for the original STEM images and
Figure 4-5a panel 4 for the original distribution). Over the course of a year, the sample
received no special treatment and remained in a dry box under air with desiccant at room
temperature and pressure. While surface contamination expectedly increased from ~70%
to ~ 88% in the bombarded case (Figure 4-8), the distribution of pores remains
remarkably

similar

when

normalizing

the number

for

imaged

pores

by the

uncontaminated graphene area. The similarity in the two distributions suggests that the
overall structure of the nanoporous graphene remains relatively constant, though it is not
possible to determine if individual pores change over time by diffusion or coalescence.
Additionally, this analysis is only valid for graphene exposed to air. Under other
conditions, such as high humidity or submerged in water or another solvent, the behavior
may be different.
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Figure 4-8. Long-term stability of nanoporous graphene. Nanoporous graphene imaged and analyzed within
days after fabrication (a-c) and

1 year after fabrication (d-f) demonstrates long-term stability of graphene

nanopores. Though the level of surface contamination increases, the distribution of pores normalized by the
non-contaminated portion of the graphene remains nearly constant even after

4.4.

1 year.

Conclusion
Subnanometer pores may be controllably created in monolayer graphene by first

bombarding the sample with high-energy ions to create artificial defects, then placed into
an oxidating solution to etch the defects into permeable pores. While the density of the
pores increase over the etch time, the mean pore size stabilizes due to functionalization
imparted by the permanganate ion. Though the stabilization behavior is not well
understood, it implies that the final pore distribution is dependent upon the initial defect

type imparted by the ion bombardment. Therefore, by optimizing the pore generation
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process by appropriately selecting the bombardment angle, dose, and voltage, the final
distribution of the pores may be tuned for a specific application. The pores are stable over
the course of one year, and are appropriately sized for many of the applications, including
nanofiltration, gas separation, and desalination.
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Chapter 5.

Selective Transport through Tunable Subnanometer

Pores in Graphene
In the previous chapter, we developed a method to create tunable, subnanometer
pores in single-layer graphene. Here, we investigate ionic and molecular transport
through the created pores. Through diffusion measurements of potassium chloride and an
organic 500 Da dye molecule of ~1 nm in size, we demonstrate control over the
selectivity of single-layer graphene membranes at the subnanometer length scale.
5.1.

Experimental Methods
To investigate transport across the created pores, we fabricated a graphene

membrane by direct transfer of graphene from copper foil'" to a polycarbonate track etch
(PCTE) membrane support

7

(Figure 5-1 a and Figure 5-1b) using the procedure described

in Chapter 2. After fabrication, the graphene was bombarded with gallium ions using the
same procedure as described in Chapter 5, and a series of diffusion measurements were
performed alternating with in situ exposure to the permanganate etch solution.
Transport measurements were carried out using a 3.4 mL Side-bi-Side glass
diffusion cell with a 3 mm orifice (Permegear, Inc.). To wet the membrane after insertion
in the diffusion cell, both sides of the cell were filled with 50% ethanol/water, then rinsed
thoroughly using degassed DI water. During each transport measurement, the solution in
each side was stirred with Teflon stir bars to minimize concentration polarization. Both
sides of the cell were rinsed thoroughly with DI water after each experiment.
Salt diffusion experiments were carried out using 0.5 M KCI (Mallinckrodt
Chemicals). One side of the diffusion cell was filled with 3 mL of DI water and the other
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was filled with 3 mL of the salt solution. An eDAQ Conductivity Isopod with a Miniature
Dip-In Conductivity Electrode was placed in the water-side of the diffusion cell and
captured the conductivity every second for 2 min. Before and after each measurement,
the cell constant of the electrode was calculated using a standard 500 PM KCI solution
and the mean cell constant taken as the appropriate value. To account for the time
required to reach steady state, only the data from 30 s to 120 s were used to calculate the
diffusive transport rate.
Organic molecule diffusion experiments were carried out using 1 mM 98% Allura
Red AC (Sigma-Aldrich) in 0.5 M KCI. One side of the diffusion cell was filled with 3
mL of 0.5 M KCI and the other was filled with 3.17 mL of the Allura Red AC/KCl
solution. The additional 0.17 mL in the Allura Red AC/KCI side of the cell minimized
the impact the additional volume of the probe had on convective transport. To ensure
diffusive-dominated transport during the organic molecule diffusion experiments, both
sides of the diffusion cell were connected using 20 cm of 0.5 mm ID tubing. The length
of the tube was long enough that the pressure difference was equilibrated before the
Allura Red AC reached the 0.5 M KCI side of the membrane through the tubing. A fiber
optic dip probe attached to a Cary 60 UV-Vis Spectrophotometer was placed in the 0.5 M
KCl side of cell and an absorbance spectrum from 800 nm to 400 nm was obtained every
15 s for 15 min. To take into account possible drift over the course of the Allura Red AC
experiments, the concentration of the Allura Red AC was calculated by taking the
difference between two points on the absorbance spectrum with one point corresponding
to a peak in absorbance and the other corresponding to a point independent of
concentration where there was no absorbance. Observed absorbance peaks occurred at
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510 nm for Allura Red AC. The concentration independent point used for both molecules
was 710 nm. To account for the time required to reach steady state, only the data from 5
min to 15 min were used to calculate the diffusive transport rate.
The cell potential with 3 mL of 0.5 M KCI and 0.1667 M KCI on either side of the
membrane was measured using a Keithley 2400 multimeter and Ag/AgCI electrodes (In
Vivo Metric). While not in use, the Ag/AgCI electrodes were stored in 0.5 M KCI
solution and short-circuited to maintain minimal offset. The cell potential was captured
every 1 s for 5 min. Since the cell potential decreases over time as the concentration
difference between the two baths decreases, linear regression was performed on the
collected data and the y-intcrcept was reported as the true cell potential. To account for
the time required to reach steady state, only the data from 100 s to 300 s were used to
calculate the y-intercept.
To calculate the membrane potential from the cell potential, the Nernst potential
due to the electrode-solution interface must be subtracted from the cell potential, or
Em= Ec - EN

(5-1)

where E, is the membrane potential, E,. is the cell potential (measured potential), and E\
is the Nernst potential, defined as
EN=

RT
F

nC

(5-2)

\ yC 1i

where R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J mol K"), T is temperature,

F is the

Faraday constant (96,485 C mol'), and yJ/h and C,,, are the activity coefficients and
concentrations of the chloride ion on the high concentration side of the membrane and the
low

concentration

side

of the

membrane,
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respectively.

Activity

coefficients

at

experimental concentrations were interpolated from activity coefficients at known
concentrations (Table 5-1).
Table 5-1. Activity coefficients for potassium chloride9

7

Concentration (mol/L) Activity Coefficient
0.1
0.7707
0.2
0.7200
0.5
0.6552

Calibration coefficients relating concentration to conductivity, a, (for KCI) or
absorbance differential, AAA, (for 98% Allura Red AC) are presented in Table 5-1.
Quadratic regression was performed on the Allura Red AC and linear regression on the
KCl data, and the simple models
AAA = bO +b 1 C +b 2 C 2

(5-3)

- = bo + b 1 C

(5-4)

and

with constants bo, b1, and b 2 were determined where C is the molar concentration of the
salt or dye.
Table 5-2. Input parameters for data analysis

5.2.

D x 109
(m2 s-1)

1.85216 0.013
0.36

Calibration Curve
b,, slope
b2, slope
mS Cm-1 M-'
mrS cm' 139.5
-2.90x 108 Aabs M 2
2.31 x 104 Aabs M 1
Aabs

b, y-int
-0.0167

-

KCI
Allura Red

MW
(g/mol) H* (nm)
0.33 1
74.55
0.5
496.42

Results
Before etching, we observed some transport of potassium chloride (KCl,

0.66 nm) and a larger organic dye molecule (Allura Red AC,

dAR

dKC~

1.0) which was

comparable to the transport in the non-bombarded GCM (Figure 5-2) and consistent with
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the presence of tears and defects in CVD graphene.57 Additionally, the membrane
potential was nearly zero, indicating no selectivity between potassium and chloride ions
(Figure 5-1c).
Upon etching, both the membrane potential and the rate of KCI diffusion
increased at the 5 min etch mark while the Allura Red transport remained constant (see
Figure 5-1c). The increase in membrane potential indicates the emergence of modest
selectivity in the transport of the positively-charged potassium ion over the negativelycharged chloride ion. The observed selectivity is likely due to electrostatic interactions
with the negative charges from the functional groups terminating the edge of the pore as
predicted by recent simulations.'

These measurements demonstrate that the nucleated

defects were initially impermeable to both ions, but gradually became permeable to the
potassium and chloride ions after exposure to the etchant. As the etching progressed the
membrane potential slowly decayed to zero, indicating loss of selectivity between the
potassium and chloride ions. Simultaneously, the transport of KCI across the GCM
gradually increased and plateaued beyond the 25 min etch mark, while that of Allura Red
remained essentially unchanged (Figure 5-1c). These results demonstrate that as the
created pores increased in size, the influence of electrostatic effects governing
potassium/chloride ion selectivity diminished, yet steric effects dominated the transport
behavior by excluding the larger Allura Red from diffusing across the graphene.
With further etching, transport of Allura Red started increasing and eventually
saturated at etch times exceeding ~50 min. At the 120 min etch time, transport of KCI
and Allura Red across the GCM was identical with that of just the support PCTE
membrane without graphene (Figure 5-3), indicating that transport was limited by
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diffusion through the support PCTE membrane. In control experiments with a nonbombarded GCM, KCI transport increased only beyond the 30 min etch time, while
Allura Red transport started increasing only around 90 min of etch time (Figure 5-2). In
the absence of nucleated defects, this increase in transport must occur through growth of
pores that were likely developing at intrinsic point defects, grain boundaries, wrinkles,
and amorphous regions" at densities too low to be detected by STEM or Raman
spectroscopy.
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Figure 5-1. Experimental transport measurements through graphene membranes. a) Graphene composite
2
membrane consisting of graphene (-1 cm ) fixed to a polycarbonate track etch membrane with 200 nm
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pores fabricated using direct transfer process described in ref. . Photograph and (b) SEM image are shown.

Scale bars are

I cm and 500 nm, respectively. c) Diffusive flux through the graphene membranes

normalized by flux at 120 min etch time and membrane potential measurements (0.5 M KCI/0. 1667 M KCI)
demonstrate selective nature of created pores. Error bars represent 95% C1 on three measurements from
Student's t-Distribution. d) Schematic of different regimes of selective transport. At 0 min, transport of
both KCI and Allura Red AC occurs only through intrinsic defects and cracks in the graphene. At 5 min,
the increase in membrane potential suggests the emergence of modest selectivity in the transport of the
positively-charged potassium ion over the negatively-charge chloride ion. At 25 min, the electrostatic
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effects have diminished and the created pores are larger than KCI yet smaller than Allura Red AC
molecules, permitting the transport of KCI yet blocking the transport of Allura Red AC. After 60 min of
etching, the pores are now large enough to permit transport of Allura Red AC across the membrane. e)
Comparison of the nonnalized diffusive permeability calculated from experimentally measured diffusive
transport and the theoretical permeability based on the pore size distribution from STEM imaging suggests
that the created holes are responsible for the selective nature of the membrane. KCI diameter -0.66 nm,
Allura Red diameter -1.0 nm. Error bars represent uncertainty derived from standard deviation of three
transport measurements. Reprinted with permission from O'Hern et al. 8 Copyright 2014 American
Chemical Society.

5.2.1. Diffusive Transport through Control Samples
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Figure 5-2. Transport through graphene composite membrane without ion bombardment. Reprinted with
permission from O'Hern et al." Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 5-4. Membrane potential (0.5 M KC1/0. 167 M KC1) for non-bombarded graphene sample. Reprinted
with permission from O'Hern et al.88 Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

5.2.2. Diffusive Permeability of Tunable Pores in Graphene
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As the PCTE membrane has well-defined cylindrical pores, it is possible to
extract the permeability K

XP[m

s-2 ] of the created pores in the graphene defined by
jG = KGe

C

(5-5)

where IG mol m-2 S-'] is the flux through the created graphene pores and AC [mol m- 3 ]

is the concentration gradient across the membrane.
After the introduction of pores in the graphene via ion bombardment followed by
oxidation, transport through the graphene membrane can occur in general through three
possible parallel paths (Figure 5-5):
Path 1: Through graphene over a PCTE membrane pore containing only created
pores
Path 2: Through graphene over a PCTE membrane pore containing both created
pores and intrinsic pores
Path 3: Through PCTE membrane pores not covered with graphene.
The total diffusive flux through the membrane can be modeled as:
.

-

AC

GCM

]GCMN
NpcApc
where

nGCM

(5-6)

RGCM

[mOl s'] is the measured molar transport rate, Npc is the number of PCTE

pores through which transport is occurring, APe is the area of one PCTE pore, AC [mol m
3]

is the driving concentration difference across the membrane, and RGCM [s MY] is the

transport resistance of the graphene composite membrane.
Under the assumption that all Path 1 pathways are identical and all Path 2
pathways are identical, the resistance of the GCM can be modeled as (Figure 5-5)
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1

Y1

Y2

Y3

RGCM

R1

R2

Rpc

(5-7)

where R, is the resistance of Path 1, yi is the fraction of the PCTE membrane pores
modeled as Path 1, R, is the resistance of Path 2, Y2 is the fraction of the PCTE
membrane pores modeled as Path 2, R, is the resistance of the bare PCTE pore, and Y3 Is
the fraction of the uncovered PCTE membrane pores. The resistances of each path can be
modeled as:
R1 =

N

1

+Rc = R +

+

R21

1 1/r

1 /ir

+ XQ

(5-8)
c

R

1

=

(5-9)

1/Rg + 1/R,

c

where rg' is the resistance through a single created pore i in the graphene, r/ is the
resistance through a single intrinsic pore j in the graphene, N, is the number of created
graphene pores in the graphene over a single PCTE pore, N, is the number of intrinsic
graphene pores in the graphene over a single PCTE pore, and R9 and R, are the net
resistances of the created graphene pores and the intrinsic graphene pores, respectively.
Since the distance between intrinsic defects is smaller than the PCTE membrane
pore diameter (based on data in ref."), by assuming no Path 1 pathways exist (y, = 0),
we can solve explicitly for the resistance through the created graphene pores and
calculate a lower bound on the permeability of graphene due to created pores:
Y2

RPC]

-q

wr

i1RGCM ~~

1

-

cret

t

graphee

R,

where Kg [mn-] is the permeability through the created graphene pores, defined as
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(5-10)

(5-11)

,Ig

g

-

AC

In other words, by using this method we can extract what the permeability of a graphene
membrane would be if only created pores existed. The resistance through the intrinsic
pores, R 1 , is a function of etch time and was calculated by
R,
where

RNB

1

Y2 (1/NB

1/NB

~ (1

~~

c-(5-12)

Y2 lpc

is the calculated resistance from the non-bombarded control sample (see

Figure 5-2).
The experimental resistance values RGCM, RPC, and RNB were calculated from the
measured molar transport rate using the general relation
NcA pcAC

(5-13)

.

AC
Rk -

1k kk

where the subscript k denotes GCM, pc, or NB. The total area through which transport
occurs, APCNpc, is calibrated assuming that the transport rate of the 0.5 M KCl at the etch
time of 120 min corresponds to that through the PCTE membrane of 200 nm pore size,
10pm thickness and tortuosity of 1.2 as estimated in Section 3.1.2. The molar transport
rate,

nk, is calculated

by
k

where

Vbath

Vbathabath

(5-14)

is the bath volume of the measurement side of the diffusion cell (DI water in

the case of the KCI measurements and 0.5 M KCI in the case of the Allura Red AC
measurements), and Cbath is the change in the bath concentration per unit time. Cbath is
calculated using the calibration curves given in Eq. 5-3 and Eq. 5-4 and the constants
listed in Table 5-2.
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Y2,

was estimated at 0.896

+

The fraction of pores ( 95% CI) modeled as Path 2,

0.023 as discussed in Section 3.3 using the same graphene transfer procedure.
Errors on extracted values were calculated using the standard propagation of
errors formula

SG=

L

v'

G 2
)2

i

(5-15)

x
iJ~

where G = G(xi) and Sxi is the uncertainty of xi.
The sources of error in this analysis were the measured slope, the bath volume,
the bath concentration, the faction of pores modeled as Path 2

(Y),

and the calibration

constants for conductivity and absorbance. All measurements were carried out in
triplicate and the error bars presented in Figure 5-1, Figure 5-2, Figure 5-3, and Figure
5-4 represent 95% confidence intervals with a Student T-Distribution on three
measurements. The error bars in Figure 5-le represent the standard deviation of the
measured permeability.
The permeability KGxp, is then estimated using a circuit analogy as
11(5-16)
) - Rpc

K

G

X

R[(

-

y

1/ RGCM - (1 - y) R pc

R,

where 1 - y is the fraction of PCTE membrane pores not covered by graphene,5 7 RGCM is
the measured transport resistance of the GCM, Rpc is the resistance of the PCTE
membrane pore, and R, is the measured resistance of the intrinsic holes in the graphene
membrane.5 7 Equation 5-16 essentially calculates the contribution of the created pores
above that of the defects already existing in the GCM. At the 25 min etch time, the
permeability of the graphene to KCI due to the created pores normalized by the
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diffusivity ( S.D.) increased to 1.2

0.7 x 106 m , while that of Allura Red remained

essentially indistinguishable from zero (Figure 5-le), indicating selective transport of
KCI through the created pores. Non-bombarded graphene still exhibited some selectivity
due to intrinsic defects in the graphene being etched (Figure 5-2), peaking at the 60 min
etch mark.
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Figure 5-5. Model of transport through graphene composite membrane. Reprinted with permission from
O'Hern et al.8 Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

5.2.3. Theoretical Permeability of Pores in Graphene'
A simple analytical model for diffusion through pores in the graphene was used to
estimate the permeability for comparison with experimental measurements. A single pore
with radius Ri in the graphene sheet was modeled as a circular opening in an
impermeable plane with concentrations C,

1

and C4, 2 on either side applied infinitely far

from the pore. The symmetry of the system makes it possible to only consider one side of
In collaboration with Michael Boutilier, MIT
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the pore, with the concentration at the pore being the average of the concentrations on
either side. This system is analogous to that of steady heat conduction from an isothermal
disk into a semi-infinite solid with specified temperature an infinite distance from the
disk. The solution to this problem gives the molar flux through the pore as74
n' = 2aG,iD(Cw,l -

(5-17)

Co,)

The total flux through the membrane is found by summing the flux through each of the
pores, assuming that because the porosity of the graphene is very low, fluxes through
adjacent pores do not interfere. The effective pore radius used in this model is the radius
of a circle with the same area as that of the pore observed in the microscope images,
minus the hydrated radius of the diffusing particles. The flux through pores smaller than
the particle is taken to be zero. This gives,
G

G,

2D(CO,

(ai 1 - C ,2) I
ai>H

H)

(5-18)

The flux per unit area of the membrane is then,
jG = 2D(Cool - Coo, 2) I
(a
ai>H

-

H)/Apc

Kh (Coo,1

-

CO 2 )

(5-19)

The relation,
K

= 2D

(a - H)/Ac

(5-20)

ai>H

where KGh is the theoretical permeability, D is the diffusivity of the molecule, A,c is the
area of the PCTE pore, ai is the radius of the graphene pore, and H is the radius of the
molecule was used to estimate the graphene permeability using the pore size distribution
obtained from STEM data.
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To estimate the pore size distribution for etch times other than the collected times,
each bin of the histograms was fitted with a curve (Piecewise Cubic Hermite
Interpolating Polynomial) as a function of the etch time and the pore size distribution was
reconstructed by interpolation.
To compare the experimental permeability to the theoretical permeability, the etch
time attributed to the pore distributions shown in Figure 4-5a from Chapter 4 were
divided by two (e.g., the pore distribution labeled 60 min is equal to an etch time of 30
min in the diffusion measurements). This correction is necessary due to the required
difference in how the etching process was performed when the graphene was on a TEM
grid versus a PCTE membrane in the diffusion cell. It was not possible to completely
immerse the TEM grid in the etching solution to expose graphene from both sides
because in this case the graphene always washed off the TEM grid.
When on the TEM grid, only one side of the graphene was exposed to the etchant.
When on the PCTE membrane, both sides of the graphene were exposed to the etchant.
Since the etching process is a slow, stochastic event in a stirred bath, it is reasonable to
assume that the etch rate is transport limited. Thus, it is plausible that graphene etched
from two sides has twice as many etching events resulting in an etch rate twice as fast as
graphene etched from one side. This assumption yields an excellent agreement between
the data and theoretical calculations without fitting parameters.
5.3.

Discussion
As presented in Figure 5-le, the theoretical permeability of the pores created in

the graphene matches well with the experimentally measured permeability. These results
further suggest that the created pores are responsible for the GCM selectivity.
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Interestingly, it appears the most important characteristic of the pore size
distribution on the transport rate in the diffusion experiments reported here is not the
mean pore size that is consistently less than the size of both the KCI and Allura Red, but
the extent of the lognormal tail. The diffusive resistance of the graphene scales as ~Dwhile the diffusive resistance of the PCTE pore scales as -LD , where D is pore diameter
and L is pore length. Therefore, for Allura Red diffusion the graphene need only have 2
x 10"11 cm 2 1.8 nm diameter pores before the resistance of the graphene equals the

resistance of the PCTE. The presence of a few large pores is therefore sufficient to
diminish selectivity in the case of diffusive transport, which is always limited by the
finite thickness of the support membrane. This results in the plateau in the transport rates
observed in Figure 5-1c and the inability to extract transport properties of graphene once
its permeability approaches that of the support (Figure 5-le). In contrast, the entire pore
size distribution is expected to be relevant for pressure-driven flow where the transport
resistance of the support will rarely exceed that of graphene due to a much stronger
dependence on diameter (D-3). We can therefore anticipate that rather than just the tail,
the entire pore size distribution will be relevant for these separations. However, pressuredriven measurements must await the development of techniques to mitigate leakage
through defects.
5.4.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have developed a method to create controlled sub-nanometer-

sized pores in large area single-layer graphene membranes through chemical oxidation of
nucleated defects. Transport through these pores is highly selective and tunable by simply
controlling the etch time. While stabilization of pore growth limits the range of pore sizes
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that can be created to within approximately I nm, the sub-nanometer to nanometer pore
sizes obtained are in the right range for nanofiltration with applications including removal
of organic contaminants, water softening, etc. 8 and potentially even for desalination.

29

We anticipate that the flexibility to modify the pores through well-known conjugation
chernistries"'" will further open new avenues for incorporating versatile functionality in
these membranes. While we have used ion bombardment as a highly controllable method
to induce defects,89"" growth of defects formed during graphene synthesis through
doping"2 or other methods"' will further enhance the scalability of this approach. These

results represent a significant advancement in the development and the future realization
of nanoporous graphene-based membranes.
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Chapter 6.

Sealing Membrane Defects

In the previous two chapters, we developed a process to create tunable,
subnanometer pores that exhibit selective transport properties. However, transport
occurred through both the created pores and defects in parallel. To measure water and
soulte transport under convection through nanoporous graphene, membrane defects that
enable solute to leak past selective subnanometer pores must be sealed. Under convection,
transport through a two-dimensional membrane is very sensitive to the presence of
defects: solute permeance through a 5 nm defect is

I 000-fold greater than a selective

pore of 0.5 nm, and in contrast to polymer membranes where the molecular selectivity is
integrated over the depth of the membrane, no additional graphene layers exist to offset
the presence of a defect in a single layer. Hence, a few moderately sized, non-selective
defects dominate molecular transport over many well-defined subnanometer pores. To
date, selectivity has been observed only in gas separation across a single pore in a
micrometer-sized sheet of mechanically exfoliated graphene, 37 or across centimeter-sized
CVD graphene membranes under diffusive transport," in which transport occurs through
both created pores and defects in parallel.
While advances in the fabrication of graphene membranes may likely decrease the
occurrence of defects, it is improbable that the impermeability of pristine, exfbliated
graphene 5 will translate to the many orders-of-magnitude larger areas required to

fabricate commercially-viable membranes. Therefore, a robust method to seal, block, or
in other ways reduce molecular permeation through defects is a crucial technological
hurdle to the development of graphene membranes. In this chapter, we report a two-step
process to seal cracks and tears in monolayer graphene membranes (Figure 6-1).
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6.1.

Membrane Fabrication
Monolayer graphene membranes were fabricated by transferring CVD-grown

graphene to a polycarbonate track etch (PCTE) membrane with 200 nm pores using the
process described in Chapter 2.5' After fabrication, the graphene membrane was heated
on a hotplate overnight at 110C to increase adhesion between the graphene and the
PCTE membrane. As previously discussed, a combination of pressure-driven and
diffusive transport studies revealed that in addition to large, ~100-200 nm wide cracks
introduced during handling and transfer, the graphene contained intrinsic, 1-10 nm
permeable pores (see Chapter 3). To seal these leakage pathways, nanometer-sized
intrinsic defects were first coated with ~3.5 nm of hafnium oxide through atomic layer
deposition, then large tears resulting from handling and fabrication were plugged with an
impermeable polymer through an interfacial polymerization reaction (Figure 6-1a).
a 1: CVD graphene on copper

b

2: Transfer to PCTE membrane

.~Grain Boundary
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3: Atomic layer deposition of HfO2
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Figure 6-1. Graphene membrane fabrication and defect-sealing procedure. a) 1) CVD graphene, containing
grain boundaries and pinhole defects, is transferred to a polycarbonate track etch (PCTE) membrane (2) by
first pressing the graphene-on-copper onto the PCTE, then etching away the copper. After transfer, the
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graphene membrane contains the intrinsic defects and grain boundaries as well as fabrication defects
unintentionally introduced during transfer. 3) To seal defects and leaks, -3.5 nm of hafnium oxide is
deposited onto the graphene surface using atomic layer deposition to selectively cover grain boundaries and
nanometer-sized intrinsic defects, 4) then nylon 6,6 is formed in uncovered PCTE pores via interfacial
polymerization. b) Photograph of linal membrane. Scale bar is

I cm. c) Diffusive transport rate of

potassium chloride (KCI) normalized by transport rate through a bare PCTE membrane decreases with each
successive sealing step, with a final leakage rate of 7%.

6.2.

Sealing Intrinsic Pores'
The method to seal intrinsic pores relies on the increased adsorption affinity of

graphene defects over the basal plane due to the presence of dangling or unsaturated
carbon bonds. When exposed to a cyclic introduction of a vapor-phase metal precursor
and an oxidant through a process called atomic layer deposition, defects in graphene,
including permeable pores, are preferentially coated with a metal oxide while a
significant fraction of the basal plane is left uncontaminated (Figure 6-2a,b). 03 "4 In our

procedure, the graphene membrane was coated with -3.5

nm of hafnium oxide as

indicated by ellipsometry of a silicon wafer control sample (40 cycles at -400 mTorr and
130 C). Hafnium oxide was chosen over the more commonly used aluminum oxide as it
does not change composition in the presence of water (Figure 6-3). The atomic layer
deposition process was carried out on a Cambridge Nanotech Savannah Atomic Layer
Deposition system at the Center for Nanoscale Systems (CNS) at Harvard University.
Prior to deposition, the chamber was preconditioned by running 20 cycles of hafnium
oxide to remove any residual contaminates, then after the insertion of the samples, was

In collaboration with Doojoon Jang, MIT, and Suman Bose, MIT
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purged with nitrogen for 40 min. 40 cycles of hafnium oxide were deposited on the both
graphene on the TEM grid and the graphene on the PCTE membrane at the same time to
ensure consistent deposition behavior. To assist in the removal of adsorbed precursor
molecules not attached to defects, the carrier gas flow rate was increased from 20 sccm to
30 sccm between precursor pulses.
a

C

No ALD cycles of HfO
2
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40 ALD cycles of HfO =3.5 nm
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Figure 6-2. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) of hafnium oxide (HfO 2 ) to cover intrinsic defects. a) The
graphene membrane contains grain boundaries and intrinsic defects that permit leakage transport to bypass
controlled, subnanorneter pores. b) ALD precursors selectively adsorb on the unsaturated carbon bonds
present in defects and grain boundaries but not on the basal plane, thereby sealing small undesirable pores
in the graphene membrane as multiple layers are deposited. Suspended graphene without (c) and with (d)
HfO2 demonstrate selective coverage over defects, grain boundaries, and surface contamination. Scale bars
are 500 nm. (e-g) Analysis of the suspended graphene demonstrates that 45.6% of the graphene remains
uncovered by the HfO 2 . Red area indicates uncovered portions of the graphene. Scale bars are 200 nm.
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Scanning electron micrographs after 40 cycles of hafnium oxide deposition on
suspended graphene revealed dendritic oxide growth with 45.6% of the graphene surface
clean and accessible for further transport studies (Figure 6-2c-g). Though it is not
possible to directly correlate the position of the deposition with the structure of the
underlying graphene, the reduction in the diffusive transport rate of the KCI from ~65%
before deposition to - 40% after deposition suggests that the hafnium oxide covers
intrinsic permeable defects (Figure 6-1c). Additional cycles of hafnium oxide may further
reduce KC] leakage but at the expense of a further reduction in the clean and
uncontaminated graphene area.
a

,b

Figure 6-3. a) SEM image of 50 nm of aluriniun oxide deposited on anodized aluminium oxide membrane
(Synkera) with 50 nm pores. b) The change in composition of the same membrane after exposure to room
temperature water for 48 h indicates that the aluminium oxide is not stable in water. Scale bars are 50 nm.

6.3.

Sealing Large Membrane Cracks and Tears'
The method to seal large cracks relies on the impermeable nature of the graphene

placed at the interface of two immiscible solvents containing reactive monomers to block
In collaboration with Doojoon Jang, MIT, and Suman Bose, MIT
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precipitation at the liquid-liquid interface. At large graphene tears and behind graphene
containing intrinsic defects too large to be fully sealed by the ALD process, the
monomers to react in the organic phase within the PCTE pore to form an impermeable
polymer in a process called interfacial polymerization (Figure 6-4a).""
Many parameters may be varied to develop an IP process, including the monomer
chemistry, the reaction time, or the monomer concentrations. We initially investigated the
use of m-Phenyl diamine (MPA)/trineosyl chloride (TMC) to form the polymer, but
found it was susceptible to etching by the potassium permanganate (see Figure 6-5).
Therefore, we selected hexamethylene diamine (HMDA)/adipoyl chloride (APC) as the
monomers of choice, and though the resulting nylon 6,6 was not completely resistant to
potassium permanganate, it was much more resistant than MPA/TMC polymer and is an
extensively studied chemistry. 106 While the interfacial polymerization reaction is
completed on the order of minutes," 7 we found that short reaction times (~2-5 min) were
insuflicient for the polymer to form densely enough to block KCI diffusion. However,
increasing the reaction time beyond 60 min resulted in uncontrolled evaporation of the
hexane and water. Additionally, changing the concentrations of the reactants may control
the density and position of the polymer formation.' 07 At very small HMDA
concentrations (~0.05 mg/mL) nylon did not form. However, at very large HMDA
concentrations (-50 ng/mL), a diffuse film, possibly nylon or HMDA precipitate formed
on the hexane-side of the membrane, indicating that the APC did not fully react all of the
HMDA diffusing into the PCTE pores.
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Figure 6-4. Nylon 6,6 formation via interfacial polymerization (IP) block PCTE pores not covered with
graphene. a-c) To block molecular transport through

large tears in the membrane, the graphene membrane

is placed at the interface of water containing hexamethylenediamine (HMDA) and hexane containing
adipoyl chloride (APC). Nylon 6,6 synthesized from the reaction between HMDA and APC

only occurs at

large cracks in the graphene where the HMDA can diffuse into the organic phase and react with the APC.
Reflected

light image (d) and fluorescence image (e,f) of graphene membrane reveals that fluorescently-

labeled nylon 6,6 only forms where graphene does not cover the PCTE pores. The mean pixel fluorescence
of the sample area over the depth

of the membrane (f~g) reveals uniform formation of the nylon throughout

the depth of the membrane. h) Behind the graphene or the graphene with the hafnium

oxide, the nylon

formation shifts to the graphene-side of the PCTE membrane, suggesting a low-concentration of HMDA
behind the graphene when nylon formation does occur.

Quantitative estimation of the graphene coverage

with and without H fO2 is obtained by calculating the mean pixel fluorescence in the z-dimension
confocal image and comparing to the bare PCTE membrane.

of the

i-k) Example fluorescent images of a bare

PCTE membrane, a graphene membrane, and a graphene membrane with HfO 2 deposition. Placing
graphene

on the membrane reduces the mean pixel fluorescence to ~-12% the bare membrane. Depositing

hafnium on the graphene further reduces the mean pixel fluorescence to~ 7%. Scale bars are
panels.
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10 pm on all

In our procedure, after covering intrinsic defects with hafnium oxide via ALD, the
graphene membrane was placed at the interface of 5 mg/mL adipoyl chloride (APC) in
hexane and 5 mg/mL hexamethylenediamine (HMDA, pH adjusted with sodium
bicarbonate to 9) in water in an unstirred 5 mL Franz cell (Permegear) with a 9 mm
orifice. After filling the Franz cell to the brim with aqueous 5 mg/mL HMDA, the
graphene membrane was placed graphene-side down onto the solution and clamped into
place. Very gently, 5 mg/mL APC in hexane was pipetted into the chamber on the topside
of the membrane and allowed to react for 60 min. After reaction was complete, the
chamber on the topside of the membrane was rinsed thoroughly with hexane, then with
ethanol. Finally, membrane was removed from the Franz cell, rinsed in three separate
ethanol baths, and air-dried.
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Figure 6-5. Diffusive transport rate of potassium chloride (0.5 M) over etch time through bare PCTE
membrane with interfacial polymerization demonstrates that hexamethylenediamene (HMDA)/adipoyl
chloride(APC) is more chemically resistant to potassium permanganate than m-Phenyl diamine (MPA)
/trimeosyl chloride (TMC).
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To enable the imaging the position of the nylon formed during the interfacial
polymerization via confocal microscopy, the HMDA was first labeled with the
fluorescent dye Texas Red-X succinimidyl ester (Life-Technologies). HMDA was first
dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF) at a concentration of 100 mg/mL. Next, Texas
Red dissolved in DMF at a concentration of 5 mg/mL was added to the HMDA/DMF
solution until the molar concentration of the H MDA to Texas Red was 10:1 (about 10 p1L
of HMDA/DMF to 132 ptL of Texas Red/DMF), then stirred vigorously in a vortex mixer.
Lastly, the solution was added to additional HMDA in water such that the final
concentration was 5 mg/mL. After labeling the HMDA, the interfacial polymerization
process was allowed to commence as previously discussed.
Confocal fluorescence microscopy images were captured on a Zeiss 700 at the W.
M. Keck Microscopy facility at the Whitehead Institute (Cambridge, MA). All images
were acquired at 63x using an oil immersion lens with an aperture of 1.4 at a pixel
resolution of 512x512 with a 6.3 ps dwell time. For the fluorescent images, a 555 diode
laser illuminated the sample with an low pass 560 nm filter set, a detector gain of 490,
and a pinhole diameter of 30.6. For the reflected light images, a 408 diode laser illumated
the sample with a detector gain of 665 and a pinhole diameter of 30.6. 50-70 slices were
acquired for each sample with a slice depth of 0.27 tm. The mean pixel flouresence over
the depth of the images were acquired using the Z-profile tool within ImageJ. Before
imaging, samples were mounted between a cover slip and glass slide with polycarbonate
refractive index matching solution (Cargille). To ensure no photobleaching, all sample
storage containers were completed sealed with aluminum foil.
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The resolution of the confocal fluorescence microscope was not high enough to
count individual nylon plugs within PCTE pores. Therefore, to estimate the number of
PCTE pores under the graphene (or graphene with hafnium) filled with nylon, we divided
the maximum mean pixel fluorescence over the depth of the graphene (or graphene with
hafnium) membrane to the maximum mean pixel fluorescence over the depth of the same
membrane outside the graphene-coated area. By comparing the nylon formation with and
without graphene within the same membrane, any differences from photobleaching,
handling, or fluorescent loading should be minimal. To gain a statistical understanding,
three randomly selected areas for each sample type were selected. The error bars
presented in Figure 6-4g,h are the standard deviations of the three measurements.
Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of the fluorescently-labeled polymer
indicate that graphene and hafnium oxide coated graphene reduces the occurrence of
polymer formation by -88% and ~94%, respectively. This suggests that -88% of the
PCTE pores are covered with impermeable graphene that blocks the diffusion of the
HMDA into the hexane-filled PCTE pore behind the graphene, thus hindering the
formation of the polymer. The addition of the hafnium oxide further enhances the
impermeability of the graphene by blocking small intrinsic defects that would permit
HMDA to diffuse across the graphene. In both cases, when the polymer is synthesized
behind the graphene (which occurs in ~7-12% of the PCTE pores, depending upon
whether hafnium oxide was deposited on the graphene), the shift in the position of the
formation from uniform throughout the membrane depth to nearer the graphene side is
consistent with the hypothesis of residual graphene defects. The presence of these defects
hinders the diffusion of the HMDA into the hexane within the PCTE pore behind the
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graphene, thus reducing the local HMDA concentration. The reduced concentration leads
to a shift in the polymer formation as the flux of the APC into the reaction region
dominates the flux of the HMDA into the reaction region." 7 The sealing process reduces
the diffusive transport of KCI decreases to ~ 8% that of the bare PCTE membrane.
Additionally, we discovered through the investigation of the nylon formation
through confocal fluorescence microscopy the importance of heating the graphene
membrane after fabrication. When the graphene membrane was not heated prior to the
interfacial polymerization process, the HMDA wicked between the graphene and the
PCTE membrane to form nylon in PCTE pores covered with graphene, as indicated by
the patchy fluorescence signature in Figure 6-6. Hence, before performing IP, all
membranes were heated on a hotplate overnight at I I WC.
a

b

Figure 6-6. Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of graphene membrane (a) with and (b) without heat
treatment. In panel (a), the nylon is labelled with Texas Red. In panel (b), the nylon is labelled with
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC). Patchy fluorescent signature in (b) indicates the fluorescent molecules
are able to wick between graphene and PCTE membrane to form nylon in PCTE pores covered with
graphene. Scale bars are 200 pm.

6.4.

Conclusion
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Large area graphene membranes are likely to contain defects that permit water
and solute to bypass the selective, subnanometer pores. Here, we reported a two-step
process to reduce the leakage of KCI diffusion by ~ 7-fold. First, intrinsic defects are
covered with hafnium oxide via ALD, then large cracks are plugged with nylon 6,6 via
interfacial polymerization. While residual leakage is present due to pores too large to be
covered with ALD, yet too small to be fully plugged with the nylon, as we will discuss in
the next chapter, the sealing process is adequate to establish an osmotic pressure gradient
across the membrane, thereby driving convective water transport through tunable pores.
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Chapter 7.

Water Transport and Nanofiltration through Defect-

tolerant Graphene Membranes
In the previous chapter, we discussed a method to seal defects and leaks in large
area membranes through atomic layer deposition of hafnium oxide followed by
interfacial polymerization of nylon 6,6. We found the sealing process reduced the leakage
rate of KCI diffusion across the membrane by a factor of 7. In this chapter, we investigate
water and solute transport across the resulting defect-tolerant graphene membranes using
forward osmosis and compare the experimentally measured permeability to theoretical
predictions.
7.1.

Experimental Methods
Graphene membranes, consisting of monolayer CVD graphene attached to PCTE

membranes with 200 nm pores, were fabricated using the procedure described in Chapter
2. After sealing leaks within the membranes by first coating intrinsic defects with -3.5
nm of hafnium oxide then plugging large cracks with an impermeable polymer via
interfacial polymerization (Chapter 6), each membrane was irradiated with gallium ions
to create local, reactive defects then mounted in a 7.0 mL Side-Bi-Side glass diffusion
cell with a 5.5 mm orifice (Permegear, Inc.). The defects generated through the
irradiation process were then enlarged into permeable pores by etching the membrane in
acidic potassium permanganate (1.875 mM KMnO 4 in 6.25% H 2 SO 4 ). Two different
irradiation and etching protocols were used in order to validate that any measured water
and solute transport was occurring through the nanoporous graphene and not across
leakage pathways or through the nylon 6,6 polymer (Table 7-1).
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Table 7-1. Pore generation processes

Ion Type
Applied Voltage
Bombardment Density

Protocol A
Gallium Ions
8 kV
~ 6 x 102 cm-

Protocol B
Gallium Ions
1 kV
7 x 10" cm-2

Incident Angle
Etch Time

52'
25 min

0'
60 min

7.1.1. Experimental Setup
Transport driven by osmotic pressure gradient was measured in a customized 7.0
mL Side-Bi-Side glass diffusion cell with a 5.5 mm orifice (Permegear, Inc.). A 250 tL
graduated syringe (Hamilton Gastight 1725) was inserted into an open port of the cell and
sealed with wax for leak-free connection (see Figure 7-1). The fabricated graphene
membrane on PCTE was inserted with graphene side facing towards graduated syringe
side of the cell. After clamping the two sides of the cell together, each were filled with 90%
ethanol/water to wet the membrane before any measurement and then rinsed with
degassed DI water several times. During each measurement, both sides of the cell were
stirred with Teflon stir bars to reduce concentration polarization. Depending on the
choice of draw solution side, a rise/drop of liquid meniscus level along the syringe took
place as the DI water/solution was transported to the draw side and the displacement
recorded with a digital camera every minute over the course of measurement. Each
experiment was repeated three times by replenishing with new solution to quantify the
uncertainty in measurement.
Water TransportMeasurements
Water transport experiments were carried out with degassed DI water and
glycerol ethoxylate (Sigma-Aldrich) with average molecular weight M,,
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1,000. The

syringe-less side (feed side) was filled with 7.25 mL of DI water and the syringe side
(draw side) was filled with 7.4 mL of 26.47 wt% glycerol ethoxylate solution and then
sealed by a rubber plug, thereby imposing 20 atm (2 x
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Pa) osmotic pressure gradient

across the membrane (Figure 7-la). Transport of water was driven from the feed side to
the draw side by the osmotic gradient that resulted in a rise of water meniscus along the
syringe. After measuring the displacement of the meniscus for 20 min, solution in each
side of the cell was replaced and the measurement procedure repeated.
Salt Transport Measurements
Osmotically-driven salt transport measurements were performed with 16.6 mM
NaCl (Sigma-Aldrich) solution and 16.6 mM MgSO 4 (Sigma-Aldrich) solution, both in
degassed DI water. The syringe-less side (draw side) was filled with 7.25 mL of 26.47 wt%
glycerol ethoxylate solution and the syringe side (feed side) was filled with 7.4 mL of
each salt solution and then sealed with rubber plug (Figure 7-1b). An eDAQ Conductivity
Isopod with a Miniature Dip-In Conductivity Electrode was immersed in the draw
solution and measured the rise in conductivity every 15 seconds for 15 minutes. The cell
constant of the conductivity electrode was calculated with respect to a 0.5 mS/cm
standard KCl solution (Sigma-Aldrich) prior to and immediately following each
experiment. The properties of the salts investigated are provided in Table 7-2.
Table 7-2. Properties of solutes

2

(m s )

Feed Cone
(mol m 3

)

D x10 9

MW

(g/mol) H* (nm)

16.6
58.44 0.358-' 1.621)8
NaCI
16.6
120.4 0.4365 0.788109
MgSO 4
1.3013
0.3667
496.42 0.5*
Allura Red
1
4.4 kDa Dextran -4,400 1.861"0 0.138"(
Stokes-Einstein radius of largest ion unless otherwise noted
**Minor axis dimension
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Organic Molecule Transport Measurements

Osmotically-driven organic molecule transport was carried out with 1.3 mM
Allura Red AC (Sigma-Aldrich) solution and 1 mM 4.4 kDa Tetrarnethylrhodamine
isothiocyanate-Dextran (TMRD, Sigma-Aldrich) solution, both in degassed DI water. As
in the salt transport experiments, the syringe-less side (draw side) was filled with 7.25
mL of 26.47 wt% glycerol ethoxylate solution and the other side (feed side) was filled
with 7.4 mL of each organic molecule solution and then sealed with a rubber plug. A
fiber optic dip probe attached to a Cary 60 UV-Vis Spectrophotometer was immersed in
the draw side to measure the change in absorbance spectrum from 190 nm to 1100 nm
every 15 s for 40 min in case of Allura Red AC and every 3 min for 480 min in the case
of the TMRD. To account for possible shifts of absorbance curves over the course of
measurement, the difference was taken between the local peak emerging from the rise in
organic molecule concentration and the point independent of concentration, instead of
using the absolute measured values. The absorbance peaks for Allura Red AC and TMRD
occurred at 5 10 nm and 520 nm, respectively, while the concentration independent points
were at 710 nm for both molecules. The properties of the organic molecules are presented
in Table 7-2.
To establish the relationship between the concentration of salts/organic molecules
and the measured conductivity -, absorbance differential JA),, the conductivity probe and
UV-Vis spectrophotometer were calibrated over a range of concentration values. Since
the conductivity and absorbance measurements were both made in 26.47 wt% glycerol
ethoxylate draw solution in forward osmosis transport experiments, the calibration was
also conducted in salt/organic molecule in glycerol ethoxylate solution of the same
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concentration. Linear regression was performed on NaCl and MgSO 4 , while the quadratic
regression was carried out with Allura Red AC and TMRD as follows,

C = 1c - bo
C = bo + b1 AAX + b 2 AA

(7-1)
(7-2)

2

where C is the molar concentration of corresponding salt/organic molecule solution and
the coefficients of polynomials bo, b;, and b 2 were found by fitting the calibration points
with

1st/ 2 "nd order

polynomials (see Table 7-3).

a

-b-

T

WWate
Water

Figure 7-1. Experimental setup of water transport and nanofiltration experiments. a) For water permeability
measurements, graphene membrane (symbolized as blue line) is placed between a draw solution and
deionized water. The water permeates through the membrane under an osmotic gradient. The rate of
permeation is measured by monitoring the volume change in the draw solution over time using a graduated
cylinder. b) For solute transport measurements, water permeates under osmosis as before, but solutes in the
feed solution are blocked due to their size. The rate of water transport is measured by monitoring the
volume change in the feed solution over time and the rate of solute transport is measured by monitoring the
change in conductivity (for salt feed solutions) or absorbance spectrum (for organic feed solutions) over
time.

Table 7-3. Calibration curves for feed solutions in the presence of glycerol ethoxylate

Calibration Curve
M
M
0.0033
0.353x10 4 M
-0.311 x 10- M
0.0038

mS cm M-mS cm M0.435x 10 4 M Aabs'
0.452x 10-3 M Aabs"
37.372
57.149
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-

NaCl
MgSO 4
Allura Red
4.4 kDa Dextran

b., slope

b,, slope

b, y-int

7.30x 10-7
7.05 x 10'

M Aabs 2
M Aabs 2

7.1.2. Calculating Permeability and Rejection of Nanoporous Graphene

Experimental Water Permeability

To measure the water transport across the graphene, the displacement of water
meniscus level along the graduated syringe was captured and converted into volume of
water transported to the draw side. The permeability of water through the open area of the
PCTE pores, which may be covered with graphene or plugged with nylon, was calculated
as K.ater (m Pa- s1) was calculated as

AV
Kwater = (wd 2 Acorrection Y

)At A17

(7-3)

where A V is the increase of volume on the draw side, d is the diameter of the orifice on
each side of the cell (5.5 mm), AcoLLection is the correction factor indicating the match

between two orifices (0.76), y is the PCTE porosity (0.1), At is the time for each run, and
Af is the osmotic pressure gradient across the membrane.
The total permeability measured across the membranes contains two components:
the transport through the created pores and the transport through any intrinsic leaks or the
nylon plugs
Kmeas = Kgr+ Keaks

(7-4)

Therefore, to calculate the contribution of the subnanometer pores, one must first
estimate the transport across the leaks. To accomplish this, we fabricated a membrane
identical to the membranes presented in this work without bombarding the graphene. The
only transport occurring through this membrane is a result of leaks, either through
intrinsic defects or through the nylon plugs, and is a function of etch time (Figure 7-2).
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To estimate the permeability at etch times other than those measured, a quadratic curve
was fitted to the measured permeability values. After subtracting the volumetric flow rate
through leaks, the total permeability of the pores is calculated as
Kgr =

r

(7-5)

where y, is the portion of the graphene not covered with hafnium oxide or plugged with
nylon 6,6.
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Figure 7-2. Water permeability through non-bombarded graphene sample. Error bars represent 95% CI on 3
measurements.

Experimental Salt Permeability
To consider time to reach steady state, only the conductivity measurements from
5 minutes to 15 minutes were used to calculate the NaCI and MgSO 4 permeability. Using
the polyfit function in MATLAB, the coefficients of a linear polynomial of time that fits
the conductivity values in a least-square fashion were approximated to obtain the slope of
the conductivity curve over time, S (mS cm- Is-). Then the flux of salt,j,,I (mol m-2 s-)
at given pressure and open area was calculated as
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isalt =

r

2

ra(76

b 1 (-4A correction Y(7-6)
where salt denotes either NaCl or MgSO 4 , V ., is the volume of glycerol ethoxylate
draw solution (7.25 mL), and b, (mS cm-) / (mol L-) is conversion coefficient for each
salt from the conductivity probe calibration.

The permeability of salt, K

(rn Pa' s-') was found by dividing the flux by the

pressure gradient AH and the initial concentration of salt feed solution Cfeed,

Ksait =

Isalt

2

_

All AC

b1 (ld

Vdraw
Acorrection Y

AH Cfeed

(7-7)

.

where Cf eed was 16.6 mM for both NaCI and MgSO 4
Experimental Organic Molecule Permeability

From the absorbance differentials calculated over time, only the points within the
steady state time interval were analyzed, from 15 to 40 minutes for Allura Red AC and
from 10 to 210 minutes for TMRD. The selected absorbance differentials were converted
to organic molecule concentration over time using Eq. 7-2 and then its slope, C (mol LI s
), was found using the polyfit function in MATLAB. Then the flux of organic molecules,
jorganic (mol m 2 s') at given pressure and open area and was calculated as

I organic

=

C Varaw
(wd 2 A corecton(7-8)
4 Acorrection Y

where organic denotes either Allura Red AC or TMRD.
The flux was again divided by the pressure gradient

JH and the initial

concentration of feed solution Cf eed to obtain the permeability of organic molecule,
Korganic(m

Pa1 s I) as
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C Vdraw

organic _
AH7 AC -(d

KI

2

AcorrectionY

AH Cfeed

(79)

Experimental Solute Rejection
In an attempt to evaluate how effective the fabricated graphene membrane was at
preventing the convective transport of salts and organic molecules, the rejection under
forward osmotic transport through the membrane for each solute was calculated as

Rejection [%]

-1

i

-

x100%

(7-10)

where i denotes NaCl, MgSO 4 , Allura Red AC, or TMRD, and the non-rejecting flux,
jn,;r/cLOg (mol n 2 s-) is defined as

Jnon-rejecting - Kwater AI Cfeed

(7-11)

where Kwater was found as in Eq. 7-3 with AV being the increase in volume on the draw
side in the salt/organic molecule transport experiments.

Uncertainty in Measurement
Uncertainties in the extracted flux and permeability were evaluated using the
standard propagation of errors formula

SG =

2

X

x

(7-12)

where G = G(v) is extracted flux or permeability and 6xi is the uncertainty of a quantity
xi.

The sources of error in the analysis include the slope of measured conductivity
/concentration curve, the initial volume of draw solution, the transported volume across
the membrane, the fraction of open graphene pores (porosity), the osmotic pressure
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gradient across the membrane, and the initial concentration of feed solution. When
calculating the error on the experimental permeability, the greatest uncertainty is the area
of graphene not covered with hafnium oxide, which is difficult to gain an accurate
estimate. Hence, a factor of 2 was applied for these error bars. All the measurements were
repeated three times to account for variability among experiments. 95% confidence
intervals with a Student T-Distribution were taken as error bounds for the measured
quantities such as the transported volume and the slope of measured curve. The
uncertainties in the input variables including the initial volume and concentration of
solution and pressure gradient were set to be within 5% of the specified values. Then
using the standard propagation of errors formula above, the contribution from each error
source was summed up to calculate the uncertainties in extracted flux and permeability of
each tested species.
7.2.

Water Permeability of Nanoporous Graphene
We found the defect sealing process enabled the development of an osmotic

gradient to occur across the membrane, and thus draw water across under convection.
The permeability of the membrane varied with the pore generation process, indicating
that though some transport may still occur through residual defects (Figure 7-2), the
nanopores within the graphene contribute to the overall measured flux. The higher
bombardment density, Protocol B, results in a permeability ~ 3-fold greater than the
lower bombardment density, Protocol A (Figure 7-3b). The permeability of the graphene
did not decrease as a function of the osmotic pressure up to -25 atm, indicating that
concentration polarization of the draw solution at the graphene surface was minimal
(Figure 7-3a). To compare the experimental results with theoretical predictions, we
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developed a model to simulate the transport across the distribution of pores imaged in the
STEM. Before the model may be fully understood, a brief description of how the pore
sizes were estimated is required.
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Figure 7-3. Water permeability of nanoporous graphene. a) Flux across open area of membrane is linearly
dependent upon osmotic pressure, indicated the absence of concentration polarization of the draw solution.
b) Measure permeability across graphene agrees well with theoretical predictions. c) Water permeability
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per pore for this work compared to previous simulations and analytical models.

3
,1'"1

7.2.1. Definition of Pore Diameter
Defining the diameter of a graphene pore less than 1 nm is ambiguous. While
several different definitions have been suggested,'1

2

here we will only discuss the

definitions relevant to this work.
The simplest definition for the pore diameter is the distance between the center of
one carbon atom at the edge of a pore to the center of the carbon atom on the opposite
edge. While relatively straightforward to measure, it overestimates the area accessible to
a traversing molecule due to the finite diameter of a carbon atom. Cohen-Tanugi and
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Grossman2 1 calculated the effective diameter by plotting the atoms in the simulation as
van der Waals spheres and measuring the area void of any molecular representation.
Using this area, they extract the effective diameter as deff = 2area/rc. Suk and
Alluru" 2 define the pore diameter as the diameter within the pore at which the density of
water within the pore reaches 2% of the bulk water density. The pores in this work were
originally measured manually by outlining the area void of any electron cloud in the
STEM images.
However, the STEM resolution is high enough that the spacing between the
electron clouds within the hexagonal lattice structure is visible even in the pristine
graphene. Though a "void" is resolved, this area cannot be considered part of the pore, as
pristine graphene is impermeable to helium. 27 Therefore, to avoid confusion when
discussing the water transport, the pore diameters measured in the STEM images were
adjusted by considering the van der Waals carbon-to-carbon radius.
To accomplish this, we first measured the distance from the edge of the carbon
electron cloud to the center of the carbon as seen in the STEM images (0.065 nm). This
value was first added to all measured radii to estimate the center-to-center distance across
any given pore, then the carbon VDW radius (0.17 nm) was subtracted to give a final
value. Through this correction, defects such as monovanacies (see Figure 7-4) or 8-ring
carbon groups, though measured as pores, were found to be impermeable due to the
overlapping VDW radii.
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Figure 7-4. a) Space between carbon atoms is visible in the STEM images, even through the VDW radius
of the carbon atoms overlap. b) A monovacany defect is therefore impermeable even though a pore
diameter was measured from the STEM images. Top panels are original STEM images, bottom panels are
simulations of graphene with VDW radius of the carbon using the software program Vesta. c-d) Original
pore distributions from Protocal A and B as measured from STEM images with Lognormal curve fit. e-f)
Pore distributions after adjusting sizes considering carbon molecules with VDW radii.

7.2.2. Theoretical Water Permeability
Since currently no detailed understanding of water transport through graphene
pores in the size range of these membranes exist, we elected to use the simplest transport
model to gain a quantitative understanding of transport behavior. Hence, the theoretical
permeability was estimated using Dagan et al.'s model for no-slip hydrodynamics
through a two-dimensional nanopore:" 3
(7-13)
=(3wrRi

+

8 Lgr)
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where K is the permeability per pore

(M 3

Pa' s'), p is the viscosity of the water within

the pore and L, is the membrane thickness. While the viscosity of water is estimated to
increase with pore diameter," 2 we assume constant viscosity equal to the bulk viscosity,
as the sizes of pores through which water transport is occurring are smaller than the sizes
of pores used to estimate the increase in the viscosity.1 2 Because the hydrodynamic

resistance of the graphene is -50-100-fold greater than the resistance of the PCTE pore
behind the graphene, we neglected the contribution of the PCTE pore resistance to total
permeability.
Many of the pores imaged by the STEM appear smaller than the size of a water
molecule in both pore generation processes. To gain a better estimate of the graphene
permeability, we assumed the pores to have a lognormal distribution, then estimated the
permeability of the graphene by modeling

-

4x10s pores (see Figure 7-4 for comparison

between measured distribution and lognormal fit). Of these, ~ 3-10% are larger than

water molecules, and thus considered when calculating the permeability. The theoretical
permeability was then calculated as:
Kg

K NKi
= Afl
Agr

(7-14)

where A, is the area of the graphene.
7.2.3. Discussion
As shown in Figure 7-3b, the theoretical permeability agrees quite well with
experimental permeability of Protocol A and within a factor of 2 for Protocol B. The
discrepancy in Protocol B is likely due to the cut-off size of the water molecule. While in
the simulations we assume a water molecule radius of 0.152 nm with a sharp cut diameter
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cut-off, in reality the water may transport across pores near this size at a rate dependent

upon the configuration of the carbons constituting the pore and not the predicted size of
the pore. Protocol B will be more sensitive as the distribution of pores is much tighter
than in Protocol A.
To
predictions,

compare
29 3311

'

our

experimental

results

with

previous

theoretical

" 2 we plotted the permeability per pore large enough to permit water

transport by the average pore diameter weighted by d,

(d) =

iNdj

d3

(7-15)

Nd

as the water transport per pore scales as ~d. As shown in Figure 7-3c, the permeability
per pore is very close to the theory predicted by Suk et al.1 2 yet 1~2 orders-of-magnitude
less than the transport predicted by Cohen-Tanugi and Grossman 2 or Gai el al."'
The difference between the different theoretical models and this experimental
work may be due to differences in the graphene nanopore functionalization. The model
developed by Suk et al." 2 assumes no functionalization, while the models developed by
Cohen-Tanugi and Grossman29 and Gai et a!.' assume that functional groups, such as
hydroxyl, hydrogenated, nitrogen, or fluorinated, terminate the edge of the pores. The
pores modeled in this work may be functionalized from the etching process, but the
functionalization is not well understood. As the size of the pore approaches that of the
water molecule, it is likely that the structural conformation and functionalization of the
pore plays a very important role in transport behavior.
7.3.

Solute Permeability of Nanoporous Graphene
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Figure 7-5. Measured flux and rejection across the graphene with pores created with Protocol A (a,b) and B
(c,d) agrees well with theoretical predictions.

As shown in Figure 7-5, the nanoporous graphene exhibits size-selective transport
behavior. Both Protocol A and Protocol B have similar rejection profile, even though the
water permeability differs by a factor of ~3. In both cases, the NaCl has a negative
rejection. In Protocol A, this behavior is predicted. In Protocol B, this is likely due to the
leakage across both intrinsic defects too large to be fully sealed by the ALD process and
too small to permit nylon to fully form behind the graphene. MgSO 4 and Allura Red are
rejected at ~ 70% and -87% for both membranes, respectively. The TMRD differs
between the two, with Protocol A exhibiting a - 93% rejection and Protocol B exhibiting
-80% rejection. To ensure the observed transport behavior was due to the nanoporous
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graphene, we simulated transport across the nanoporous graphene and compared it to the
experimental results.

7.3.1. Theoretical Solute Permeability
As discussed in the previous section, no detailed understanding of transport across
graphene exists when the pores approach the size of water and solute molecules. Here, we
will develop a linear model to gain a qualitative understanding of the transport behavior
and compare to the experimentally derived values.
HfO
Graphene

r

PCTE Pore
2RPC
_

AAgr____________
L
C

feed

C

P

C LPC

0

x
Figure 7-6. Transport model of graphene membrane consisting of hafnium oxide-coated nanoporous
graphene over a PCTE pore. A, is the portion of the graphene not covered with hafnium oxide.

The membrane consists of nanoporous graphene, a portion of which is covered
with HfO2, attached to a PCTE membrane with cylindrical pores of length L,, and radius
Rpc (Figure 7-6). To model the transport, we will derive the coupled diffusive transport
equations for each component, then match the flux and solute concentration at the
interface between the two.
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Though in reality the solute transport across the graphene is nonlinear, for a firstorder approximation we will assume linear coupling between the diffusive and
convective component of transport, thus
rnh.r = rcon1 +

1

(7-16)

fdiff

Here, the use of mass transport is desirable over flux, as the area of the graphene
through which transport occurs differs from the area of the PCTE pore due to the Hfo,
coverage to close intrinsic defects. The convective transport across the graphene is
defined as the water flux through a graphene nanopore defined by Eq. 7-3 above,
multiplied by the feed concentration, C,, and the osmotic pressure gradient, JI,

and

summed across all the nanopores larger than the solute molecule, or
Ceed RH

(3wTRi +8 Lgr)

TR
conv

(7-17)

f
Ri>H

where H is the size of the solute molecule. We assume that the amount of solute carried
across under convection is the permeability across all the pores larger than the molecule
multiplied by the concentration of the feed stream.
Diffusive transport is defined as
mdiff =

2

D(Cfeed

-

(Ri - H)

CO)

(7-18)

Ri>H

Here, D is the diffusivity of the solute and CO is the concentration at x = 0, where the
graphene membrane meets the PCTE pore.
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Transportthrough PCTE Pore
Transport through the PCTE pore was modeled using the Nemst-Planck equation
coupled with Hagen-Pouiselle flow. To make the calculation more tenable, onedimensional flow, steady-state was assumed.
The total solute transport is governed by

= -D

A PC

(7-19)

OC(x)

,hPCTE

uC(x)

a+
ax

Here, u is the average velocity through the PCTE pore, calculated as

Q

(7-20)

UA pc
where

Q is the volumetric

flow rate of water through the PCTE pore.

To solve for the solute transport, the concentration profile across through pore
was calculated using Nernst-Planck:
aC

= D

at

a2 C
ax

2

a
ax

(7-21)

(uC)

Assuming steady state, and u * u(x)
a2 C
ax

2

U aC

D ax

(7-22)

=0

To solve Eq. 7-22, the non-dimensional variables were used:
C
C*=-

CO

x*

=-

x

Lpc

; Pe=

uLpc

(7-23)

D

with the boundary conditions of
C*(x* = 1) = 0
C*(x* = 0) =

1

The solution to the concentration profile is then:
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(7-24)

C*(x*) =

1

1 - exp(Pe)

[exp(x*Pe) - exp (Pe)]

(7-25)

with the non-dimensional form of the flux equation being

OC*(x* )
=
-+
lox*
ApcCOD

,PCTE

(7-26)

L C

APCC

Pe C*(x*)

Since the flux through the PCTE is constant, any position x* can be used to solve for flux.
Solving for the flux x*= 0, and placing back into dimensional term, the mass transport
through the PCTE pore is found as:

mPCTE = ApcCou I -

1 - exp(Pe))

(7-27)

Solving System of Equations
The system of equations now consists of:

Thgr

rh

= CfeedAfI LRi>H (3TR 8L) +

CTE =

ApcC0 u (

2

D(Cfeed - CO) >Ri>H(Ri - H)

(7-28)

1(7-29)
\1-exp(Pe)/

with the unknowns of mass transport, Th, and the concentration, C 0 . The parameters for
the simulation and the solute properties are listed in Table 7-4 and Table 7-2, respectively.
7.3.2. Discussion
The agreement between the theoretical and observed transport (Figure 7-6)
indicates that the nanopores within the graphene are responsible for the selective
transport, though the discrepancy between the NaCI transport behavior of Protocol B may
be due to increased permeability of membrane defects or nylon etching.
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While selectivity is observed, the graphene membrane is not able to reject
monovalent ions even though the pores within the membrane have a weighted diameter
less than a hydrated NaCl salt in both cases. This implies that the tail of the pore size
distribution, which may be larger than the solutes, dominates transport behavior due to
the low hydrodynamic resistance of the graphene. For small salts, which have high
diffusivities, the non-rejecting transport is even more pronounced as diffusion dominates
over convection.
Table 7-4. Parameter used for simulating solute transport

Parameter

Protocol A

Osmotic Pressure, Pa
Number of PCTEpores modeled
Water
Viscosity, i [Pa s]
Radius [nm]

20x 105
lxi 0'

Protocol B
20x 105
lx 10'

0.85x10
0.152

0.85x10'
0.152

10
90
93.3

10
90
93.3

PCTE Membrane

Thickness, L,, [pm]
Pore Radius, R,? [nm]
Pores without polymer plug [%]
GraphenePores

0.5354
-22.8545
0.4098
3.89x10"
41.7

0.5354
Thickness, L,. [nm]
-21.86
L..ognormal parameter, p*
0.400462
Lognormal parameter, a*
1.166x10"
Pore Density [cm-2]
45.6
Clean Area [%]
*Prior to adjusting to VDW definition of pore size

Table 7-5. Tabulated theoretical and experimental water permeability, solute flux, and solute rejection

Pore Density
Weighted Avg Diameter (nm)

-

Theory
1.62 x 10-"

)

Mass Flux (mol m- sNaCl, 16.6
MgSO4, 16.6
Allura Red, 1.3
TMRD, 1.0

-

Protocol B
Exp
8.27(+ 8.27, - 4.14) x 10~2
1.83 (+ 1.83, - 0.92) x 108
3.89 x 10
0.48

-

Permeability(m Pa' s )
1
Per Pore (# Pa- ns )

Theory
2.65 x 10~"

-

4

Protocol A
Exp
2.46(+ 2.46, - 1.23) x 104.93(+ 4.93, - 2.47) x 10~1
1.17 x 1012
0.56

mM
mM
mM
mM

2.87 0.36 x 10-4
5.34 0.80x 10-5

1.76
4.18

x

10~4
10'

8.37

1.40

x

x

1.08

x

1.53 0.21x I0~'

1.02

x

10-6

2.79
4.01

0.15
0.33
0.55

5.41 + 0.592x 10-7

0
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x

x

10-4
10^4
10-6
10-6

5.22
1.00
2.12

x

10

x

10-4

x

10-6

0

Rejection (%)
NaCI, 16.6
MgS04, 16.6
Allura Red, 1.3
TMRD, 1.0

7.4.

mM
mM
mM
mM

-103.5
51.7
85.0
100

-66.1 + 7.0
69.1 i 9.0
85.9 + 10.0
93.1 + 7.8

-120 + 20
70.4 7.9
89.4 + 10.7
77.8 + 10.6

-3.61
80.3
94.6
100

Conclusion
In this chapter, we investigated water and solute transport across controlled pores

in defect-tolerant graphene membranes. The agreement between observed transport and
theoretical predictions provides the first experimental evidence that graphene membranes
are capable of serving as molecular-sieve type filters in liquid-phase separation processes.
However, work is still required to increase the performance of graphene membranes.
Creating pores with tighter pore distributions and increasing the resistance of the
supporting material (in this case, the PCTE membrane) will reduce the occurrence of
non-rejecting transport and reduce its impact on overall transport behavior. Additionally,
designing new sealing processes that are able to block all defects and are chemically
resistant to etching processes will provide greater flexibility to graphene membranes
design.
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Chapter 8.

Conclusion

Decreasing water supplies, driven by an increasing population, climate change,
and industrialization, demands the development of new technologies that reduce the costs
of water production in order to meet future needs. Graphene, a single sheet of carbon
atoms, may well provide the foundation for a new class of highly permeable membranes
14 29 1 1 1
for water purification and desalination."
' ' "

4

Though atomically thin, graphene

exhibits both exceptional mechanical strength 26 and imperviousness to atoms as small as
helium." High-density, subnanometer pores within graphene have the potential for ultrafast water permeance and high solute rejection as the atomic thinness provides little
resistance to flow yet sterically hinders the transport of solutes larger than the
pores.1'","1"

In this work, we developed centimeter-sized graphene membranes consisting of
monolayer graphene grown via chemical vapor deposition attached to a porous,
hydrophobic polymer for mechanical support. In contrast to the impermeable nature of
micrometer-scale pristine graphene, scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)
coupled with transport measurements revealed that the large area membrane contained
intrinsic graphene pores in addition to large tears introduced unintentionally from the
fabrication procedure. By first depositing -3.5 nm of hafnium oxide via atomic layer
deposition to cover intrinsic defects, then plugging large tears with an impermeable nylon
6,6 polymer via interfacial polymerization, we found the membrane leakage may be
reduced by a factor of 7 for a small salt. Analysis of the membrane through scanning
electron microscopy and confocal fluorescence microscopy confirmed that a -45% of the
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membrane area consisted of clean graphene with nylon 6,6 forming only behind tears in
the graphene.
To create high-density, subnanometer pores, we chemically etched the membrane
in acidic potassium permanganate after irradiating with high-energy gallium ions.
Characterization of the process via Raman spectroscopy and STEM indicated that the ion
irradiation process created isolated defects within the graphene that subsequently grew
into stable subnanometer pores upon exposure to the chemical oxidant.
Consistent with theoretical predictions, the nanoporous monolayer graphene
membrane exhibited selective molecular transport. At short etching times, positivelycharged cations selectively permeated across the membrane over negatively-charged
anions, while at long etching times small salts diffused across the membrane
preferentially over larger organic dyes. Under forward osmosis, the graphene membrane
filtered from water a 0.8 nm-sized multivalent salt with a rejection rate of~67% and 1.0
nm-sized and larger organic molecules with a rejection rate of -85% while exhibiting a
water permeability in agreement with the analytical model of water transport through a
two-dimensional nanoporous membrane.
Further optimization of membrane fabrication and pore creation process will be
required to fully reach the potential predicted in simulations. While the PCTE membrane
used as the support substrate for this study is ideal for understanding the transport
behavior across the graphene, the low porosity (-10%) is non-ideal for commercial

applications. Hence, developing new membrane fabrication techniques that laminate
graphene to highly porous substrates will lead to higher overall membrane permeability.
Additionally, we anticipate that advances in graphene manufacturing technologies driven
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in part by the demand for electronic and other applications will facilitate the production
of practical, high-quality, and high-performance graphene membranes by improving the
quality of CVD graphene through the optimization of gas flow rates, reduction of surface
roughness," and the use of high-purity copper.

Controlling pore generation and investigating the relationship between pore
structure, functionalization, and molecular permeation7 9-8 1,'

7

Will

continue to be a crucial

arena of graphene membrane development. As demonstrated in this work, molecular
transport across graphene is extremely sensitive to the pore distribution with the largest
molecule permitted across determined not by the mean pore size, but by the extent of the
tail of the distribution. Though optimizing the ion bombardment and chemical oxidation
process is one method to explore pore creation, other methods, such as controllable
growing pores during graphene synthesis"" or masking portions of the graphene then
exposing to a plasma," may be more scalable or produce pores with a tighter distribution.
Additionally, functionalizing pores to mimic ion-selective biological channels"'9 may
open new avenues for membrane development for applications in biotechnology or the
pharmaceutical industry.
In this work, we addressed the key challenges to the experimental realization of
graphene membranes and reported the first experimental investigations of molecular
transport through controlled, subnanometcr pores in large-area membranes. The
agreement between the theoretical and experimental transport behavior suggests that, as
predicted, nanoporous monolayer graphene will exhibit high permeance water filtration.
Our work significantly advances the field in this direction by developing procedures to
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probe transport, reporting the first experimental evidence of ionic and small molecule
selectivity, and measuring water flux through nanoporous graphene membranes.
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